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LOSE A CENT
The State

of

Pennsylvania is
in the EnProtected
Amply
terprise Bank Failure.

THE CASHIER

M BA1 CAN

WAS ILL

His Nervous Condition Prompted His
Rash Act No Personal Loans to

Senator Andrews.
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 19. The
Enterprise National Bank of Pittsburg,
which was
Pennsylvania,
ordered
closed yesterday by the comptroller of
currency, was heavily interested
in
stocks and lands of the Santa Fe Cen
tral Railway Company and lhe Penn- syivania Development Company. The
loans thereon were not personal obli- gations of Delegate to Congress W. H.
Andrews, but were entirely transac
tions of the above two corporations.
Delegate Andrews has gone to Pittsburg and will return to New Mexico
about November 10. Had the pending
negotiations with the Atchison-Topek- a
& Santa Fe Railway Company to take
over the Santa Fe Central resulted suc
cessfully, the loans made by the Enterprise National Bank would have
been paid immediately.. The state of
Pennsylvania will not lose she dollar
of its funds deposited in ttw bank as
it is fully protected. Delegate Andrews
had nothing whatever to do with se
curing these deposits for the bank.
Other depositors, it is believed, will also be paid in full, as the president and
the directors of the bank are In such
financial position as to be amply able
to make up any deficiency that may
be found.

understanding that certain politicians
would have the benefit of loans.
Option Expired Saturday.
Special to the New Mexican.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, Oct. 19.
The holdings of the Enterprise National Bank in stocks and bonds of the
Santa Fe Central Railway and the
Pennsylvania Development
Company!
amounted to $750,000 and 8S the property is a very valuable one and was
built very economically, it is believed
that these holdings are worth their
face value. The option of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway to
buy the Santa Fe Central, had expired
on Saturday of last week and this led
to the difficulties in which the bank
had become involved. There is no
ground for the political capital that
the opponents of the Republican parfy
in general, and of Senator Boies Penrose, General Francis Torrance and
Senator W. H. Andrews in particular,
are trying to make out of the bank
failure in their campaigns in Pittsburg and Philadelphia.
President Ripley Makes a Statement.
Chicago, Ills. Oct. 19 President
Ripley, when told that it was reported
that the failure of the Santa Fe to buy
the Santa Fe Central had been pro
ductive of trouble in Pittsburg,
"We thought of buying Andrews' little
road some months ago but the owners
wanted too much for it. As far as we
are concerned the matter Is dropped.
I do not see how the Pittsburg
bank
could be concerned in the matter unless it had been putting up money to
build the road, hoping to be able to sell
It at a profit."

ANDREWS FOR SEPARATE STATEHOOD

FOREST PRESERVATION

In an

Interview in the Washington
Post He Declares That New Mexico and Arizona Want It.

IS OF THE POST VITAL

EST TO COUJilTRJ

IJiT

The last issue of the Washington
Post that has come to hand ha9 the
following interview with Delegate to

Congress W. H. Andrews:
"The people of New Mexico are hapmore money in
pier, busier, and
their pocketibooks than ever In their
history," said Hon. William H. Andrews, of Albuquerque, who will shortly come to Washington to represent,
that Territory in the house of representatives. Mr. Andrews has not lived
in New Mexico for a great period, but
he has done much to he'p develop the
resources of the countrv and to bring
It to the favorite attenticn of eastern
capitalists. He was formerly a state
senator from Pennaylv ria and enjoy
ed the intimate friendship of the leading Republicans of the Keystone state.
"We have our differences In New
Mexico," he continued, "but there is
one matter as to which we are all
agreed, and that is about President
Roosevelt. Our Republicans
are for
him, naturally enough, but they are
not one whit more enthusiastic than
the Democrats, and I think if he were
running this year he would get the
unanimous" vote of all our people, provided they could vote for a President."
"What of statehood?"
"The sentiments of most New Mexi
cans Is that it is desirable not to be
consolidated with Arizona, but to enter the Union as a separate state. This
is likewise the prevailing sentiment
so far as I can learn, in Arizona."
e

Because of the Infh nice of Trees on the
Water Supply tL. Question is Made
More Important
President Roose-velt'- s
Address to the Citizens of
North Carolina, This Afternoon.
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INTEREST
INCREASES
Possibility of Arrest for Perjury
in

Evidence Before Legisla:
tive Committee

M'CURDY IS RECALLED
Testimony Shows That Vouchers
Legal Expenses Wen Used in
of House at Albany.

for

Main-tinan-

New York, Oct. 19. The possibility of arrest, for perjury ia the evidence given before the legislative insurance investigating committee, increased the interest in today's session
of that committee. The expectation of
arrest grew out of the action of the
committee yesterday at the conclusion of the testimony of George J.
Plunkett, who had declared that he
did not sign a voucher for $901 for
legal expenses, to which his name was
attached. This voucher had been paid
by the Mutual Life Insurance Company. This evidence was followed by
testimony showing that the vouchers
for legal expenses had been used to
collect funds from the Mutual for the
maintenance of the house at Albaty.
where the Mutual's agent was 'quar
tered, and where members of tho legislative assurance committee were? en
tertained. When the hearing was re
sumed today, McCurdy was recalled.

N. C,
Oct. 19.- - There that It may be a most serious as well
Raleigh,
were thousands of people about the as a most expensive task to oust them,
depot when President Roosevelt ar- - if the eastern states are wise, then
ived this morning, and cheers greet from the Bay of Fundy to the Gulf we
ed the party as it was driven through will see, within the next few years
the streets. After a reception at the a policy set on foot similar to that so
Capitol, the procession moved to the fortunately carried out in the high
fair grounds. There were nearly for Sierras of the west by the natioual
All the higher Appalaty thousand people present when the government.,
President began his speech. He said: chians should be reserved, either by
the states or by the nation. I much
I am glad here at the capital
of
N'orth Carolina to have a chance to prefer that they should be put under
national
is a mere trugreet so many of the sons and daugh ism to control, but it will not
be rethat
say
they
ters of your great slate. North Caro- Ina's part in our history has ever served either by the states or by the
nation unless you people o the South
been high and honorable.
It was In
North Carolina that the Mecklenburg show a strong interest therein.
AND R0BBE0
DEPUTY CLERK HELO-U- P
of Forest Reserves as
Declaration
of Independence
fore- - Maintenance
Vital as Protection Against
hudowed the course taken in a few
Floods.
Footpads Slug Official of Trinidad and short months by the representatives
TWO BOLD ROBBERIES IN NEW YORK
Secure Four Dollars and Eighty
Such reserves would be a paying
of the thirteen colonies assembled in
Cents.
DECLINES TO GRANT PETITION.
North Carolina ran investment, not only in protection to Mrs.
Philadelphia.
Hoadloy Loses $10,000 Worth of
but
in
dollars
many
Interests,
md
ightfully say that she pointed us the
Diamonds, William Scheer a
Trinidad, Oct. 19. Held up, rob'ued way which led to the formation of the cents to the "government.
The ImJudge Abbott Files Order In Injunction
$75,000 Necklace.
of all his money four dollars aiid new nation.
Case of F. A Hubbell vs. J. R.
In the revolution
she portance to the, Southern people of
Arm I jo.
eighty cents beat into insensibility lid many memorable deeds; and the protecting the Southern mountain
New York, Oct. 19. A robbery of
Vitwo
is
forests
Clerk
masked
obvious.
These forests are diamonds valued at ten thousand dolby
men, Deputy
battle of King's Mountain marked the
gil, of the county clerk's office was timing point of the revolutionary war the best, defense against the floods
Late Tuesday afternoon Judge Ira
W. Hoad-ley- ,
taken to his home shortly after 9 In the South. But I congratulate you which, in the recent past, iiave, dur- lars from the wife of George
A.
Abbott, of Albuquerque, filed an orat the Buckingham Hotel last
o'clock last night in a serious condi not only upon your past, but upon ing a single twelve month, destroyed
der
declining to grant the petition of
announced
was
today
Tuesday evening
(T. Lee Clark, cashier of the Enter- tion.
our present. I congratulate you upon property officially valued at nearly
counsel
for F. A. Hubbell asking for an
by the police. Hoadley Is a brother
Mr. Vigil resides on University Ave the
prise National Bank, was a visitor in
industrial activity shown in twice what it would cost to buy the of
great
Injunction
against Justo R. Annljo,
W.
.
and
Hoadley, promoter
Josp;
Santa Fe two years ago. He was quite nue ana was attacked on nts way your commonwealth, an industrial ac- Southern Appalachian Reserve. The
from taking possession
him
to
restrain
bell boy and a
ill at that time and near a nervous home. After robbing
him of his tivity which, to mention but one thing, maintenance of your Southern water financier. The former
of
the county treasurer In
of
office
tho
In
connection
were
arrested
waiter
to money the two men beat him over the has
It was his intention
collapse.
is
not
less
than
the
powers
to
second
important
state
this
court
the
placed
only
house, and asking that said
with the theft.
and other one other in the number of its tex prevention of floods, because if they
spend a season at Antelope Springs, head with their
A.
be allowed to peaceably
Hubbell
F.
of
Also
Suffers
Jewelry
Torrance County, In order to build up, wise assaulted him. He was found on tile factories. You are showing in are injured your manufacturing inter- Manufacturer
remove certain records from the office
Loss.
but imperative business duties called the street later in the night and the practical fashion your realization of ests will suffer with them. The per
New York, Oct. 19. A necklace as personal property. By the order
His nervous entire police force of the city was Im lie
him home to Pittsburg.
petuation of your forests, which have worth $75,000 was either lost or stolen just filed, Armljo is left free to enter
truth that there must be a
condition did not improve any and his mediately started on the search lor
in order done so much for the South, should
of material
Will- the vault in the treasurer's office, and
rash deed last night was undoubtedly the assailants. Up to a lata hour last that any community may make real be one of the first objects of your pub today from the establishment of
of
Scheer
Jewel
a
manufacturer
iam
gives him full possession of the office.
due to this ill health rather than, that Uight, however, no clue had been and
rapid progress. And I am happy lic men. The two Senators from ry at 542 Fifth Avenue. Detectives
Wednesday
Judge Abbott handed
h
a
to
ess
he felt himself involved
l
found.
to say that you are In addition show North Carolin;, hive taken an honor- have been summoned and the doors of down an
opltion In the case of W. B.
extent. Editor.)
Young Vigil has several large and ing in practical fashion your under- able part in this movement ' But I the establishment locked while a CMMers, t al., vs. the beard of county
deep gashes on his head where the standing of the great truth that' this do not think that the people of North search Is being made.
The Bank Fully Protected.
commissioners of Bernalillo county.
of the heavy guns stiuck him material
though uecessary Carolina, or of any other Southern
In which the plaintiffs asked that an
The Necklace It Found.
New York, Oct. 19. Concerning the butts
The police as a foundation, can only be the foun- state, have quite grasped the importand
is
suffering
greatly.
19
afternoon
This
Oct.
York.
New
Injunction be granted restraining the
closing of the Enterprise National are determined to catch the misdation, and that upon it must be ance of this movement to the com. it was announced that Scheer's miss commissioners from orwlng mney
Bank of Allegheny City, Pennsylvania,
as the crime is one of the raised the superstructure of a higher merclal development nnd proftperity of
to carry on the affairs of the county
and the suicide of its cashier, T. L. creants,
ing jewelry was found.
has been committed in life, if the Commonwealth is to stand the South.
that
boldest
which injunction waa granted.
Clark, yesterday, a dispatch to the
and
this city in several months.
as it should stand. More and more The Industrial Future of Our Great
court
also handed down an opinion
Herald from Pittsburg says:
The
WRECK ON THE RIO GRANDE.
Commonwealth Lies With the
you are giving care and attention to
"Tt wns Ipnrnfiri
late Wednesday
In the case of F. A. Hubbell vs. board
ROBBERY. education; and education means the
Young Men.
of county of commissioners, in which
night thai the disaster to the Enter- - CUNLIFFE CONFESSES TO
and Freight Trains ColliJe Hubbell
of
but
of
iromotion
not
Industry,
only
The
of
honor
in
Passenger
your
position
asked for an injunction
in
exnected
certain
was
parade
Bank
nrise
West of Leadvllle, Colorado,
With
$101,- that good citizenship which rests up today is held by the Confederate vetGot
commissioners to restrain
Who
of
the
Away
the
for
Plans
exposure
Employe
against
quarters.
on individual rights and upon the rec- erans.
Today.
reflect
their
of
by
deeds,
Adams
000
They,
from
Money
is
state
it
them
Express
enforcing tiheir order pla
funds,
its traflcking in
ognition by each Individual that he credit upon their descendants and upis Under Arrest
R.
Armljo in possession of
Justo
said, were laid weeks ago. Clark
Oct. 19. The west bound cing
as
in
well
other
as
has
Leadville,
duties
because
both
on
all
rights
Americans,
they
talked
over
was cognizant of this and
the treasurer's office In the court
which did their duty in war and because Rio Grande passenger train, number
which petition was denied
Bridgeport, Conn., Oct. 19. Edward words, of that good citizenship
the matter with several of the dlrec- and the east house, but
from
and
Intel
Denver,
moral
rests
three,
if
in
upon
did
their
Now,
integrity
in
wanted
peace.
they
duty
Pittsburg
Abbott yesterday.
tors a few days ago. The cashier was George Cunllffe,
The maji must be the young men, their sons, will not bound freight, number 66, came to- by Judge
lectual freedom.
told by the directors that he would for the robbery of $101,000 in cash decent in his home
near
head-ocollision
a
life, his private only prove that they possess the same gether in
have to meet the paper obligations from the Adams Express Company,
ARMIJO AND HUBBELL CLINCH.
of coursp; but this is not by itself power of fealty to an ideal, but will Pando, a small station 15 miles west
life,
He
is
stld
The
him.
was
here
arrested
today.
suppo.
negotiated through
both
The man who fails to be also show the efficiency in ihe ranks of Leadvllle, today, wrecking
sition is that he was unable to do to have made a clean breast of the enough.
honest and brave both in his political of industrial life, that their fathers, trains. The engineer of one of the Scrap In the Office ot ua onoor
to
have
and
to
Pinkertous
the
matter
the
consequences,
this. and. fearing
some persons
Americana Over Delivery ot
to return franchise and in his private business the Confederate veterans, showed trains was killed and
took his own life. Clark was associ- - expressed his willingness
Vault Keys.
beei
not
have
Details
yet
ansocial
and
to
contributes
political
that they possessed in the ranks of Injured.
ated as treasurer with rormer state without extradition papers.
Is
an
learned.
not
of
this
future
industrial
archy.
he
the
great
war,
He declared that the money
Senator W. H. Andrews and Francis
In the office of La Bandera Ameri
The engineer killed was Hugh Mc
thing. Only those communities and typical American commonwealth
J. Torrance, who, according to Presi took was still intact and that it could easy
was
He
trying cana at Albuquerque yesterday, Justo
Donald, of the freight.
are fit for it in which the average is assured.
coldent Gwynner, were borrowers from be restored, but he declined to ten, individual
on
the
passenger.
time
"steal"
to
of
Armljo, treasurer and
of
The extraordinary development
practices the virtue
Frank
and
the bank for the Santa Fe Central until his return to Pittsburg, where
Bernalillo
County,
lector of
of wise industrialism during the last half cen
of
a
tr.,KKQn fnrmor fiountv treasurer.
Railway Company, incorporated in it was hidden
wise
with
combined
disinterestedness
several
to
due
been
causes,
has
Messrs.
tury
1891. This road was built by
MINOR S STATEMENT clmched but were separated by Nestor
CONGRESSMAN
where the individual pos- but above all to the revolution in the
Andrews and Torrance. Clark was al SPECIAL RAILWAY OFFICER
Mnntnvn. editor of the paper. Annuo
common
sesses
sense, honesty and methods of transportation and com saw
New
and
KILLED AT TROUPE
so a heavy investor in Mexico
New Mexico Will had asked Hubbell for the keys to
and
Arizona
to
and
steam
courage.
munication; that is, to
Movbn aiivar mlnine stocks. At the
Be Asked By Congress to isome
the vault In the treasurers omce ai
of Forests is Vital to electricity, to the railroad and the
Preservation
was
elect
in
Andrews
Mr.
Oct.
19.While
election
Into Union.
Houston. Texas,
last
tha court house. The men exenangea Welfare of Country.
telegraph..
ed delegate from New Mexico to Con' nhnreo nf a train load of excursionists
lint words and then went for each othWhen this government was founded
to the en route to a clrcus at Palestine, Spe- a word to
I
to
now
want
he
And
said
is
say
aspires
and
it
a HianniPh from Holbrook Arizona. Lr in nueillstic style.
Shortly arter- gress
essentials rormer
sonnto from New Mexico when that ,a, rmC(ir j w. Etherldge. of the you on a special subject in which all commerce was carried on by
Hubbell
of
the
Minor
ward, J. J. Sheridan,
the same instruments that had been says that Congressman
house
court
the
at
terTerritory becomes a state. Failure Tnternational & Great Northern Rail the country is concerned, but in which ly
in
now
that
appeared
deputy,
use not only among civilized, but Congressional party
w
to sell the Santa Fe Central to the way wa8 shot and wued in the North Carolina has a special concern. In
barbarian, nations, ever since itory, said Arizona and New Mexicoa and delivered tne Keys
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, crowded depot at Troupe, Texas, by The preservation of the forests is vital among
dawned; that is, by wheeled ench was rich enough to become
history
China
is said to be the cause of tbe ciasn. a pasgenger whom he had ejected from to the welfare of every country.
state and in a few years Con
PRESIDENT SMITH INDICTED
and the Mediterranean countries offer vehicles drawn by animals, by pack single
the chair car.
to come In, they BANK
Good.
them
ask
would
row
and
and
gress
ships
sailing
by
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examples of the terrible effect of
com. would not have to beg. The govern IriMiMai
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Louisvme
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Misappropriation,
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the national
and
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said,
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American
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.... 0et. 19 w. B. Smith,
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Santa Fe New Mexican, TJwfsday, October
HARD ON PROHIBITION STATES.
MICA IN NEW MEXICO.
Prohibition has been dealt a hard
How much, or rather how little, is
known at or near home, about the re- blow by Internal Revenue Commission
sources of New Mexico Is illustrated er Yerkes who says, In explaining the
rean article in the El Paso News, and recent internal revenue ruling
PRINTING by
VTHE
NEW MEXICAN
copied without comment by quiring a special tax from dealers in
yesterday
COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
the Albuquerque Journal. The item patent medicines and uronrletarv ar
goes on to say that previous to a dis- ticles containing alcohol:
Editor covery of mica just made in the San
"The ruling does not appiy to toilet
MAX. FROST
the
newest
mica
Andreas
Mountains,
whatever the quantity of alco
articles,
A.
F.
WALTER,
PAUL
Manager and Associate Editor mines to El Paso, Texas, were in the hol contained therein may be; nor
northwestern part of South Carolina. does it apply to the various essences
PERCY F. KNIGHT,
Secretary and Treasurer Aside from the fact that the mica or extracts of lemon, vanilla, cinnamines of South Dakota are much near- mon, etc., if these preparations are
er to El Paso, New Mexico has ex- such as are known to the legitimate
at
Entered as Second Class Matter
tensive deposits of mica which have grocery or drug trade as household ar
the Santa Fe Postofflce.
been mined over a hundred years. ticles for culinary and other uses, and
Lieutenant Zebulon Pike, in his re- not as beverages.
"Where, however, alcoholic com
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
port In 1807, said that the windows of
viland
Fe
.25
the
the
at
houses
$
Santa
carrier
pounds called 'essences of lemon, vaDaily, per week, by
made of nilla or cinnamon,' or so called tinc
Dally, per month, by carrier .... 1.00 lages to the north were
.75 sheets of mica mined north of Santa tures or essences of ginger, contain 'a
Daily, per month, by mail
7.50 Fe. Not until after the American oc- - mere trifle of medicament, the mam
by mail
Daily, one
Daily! six months, by mail
4.00 cupation, was glass generally substl- - constituent being alcohol,' and these
tuted for mica. The settlement of nrenaratlons are 'usually sold by coun
2.00
mail
....
three
by
months,
Daily,
2.00 Talco In Mora County was thus named try merchants, especially in prohibi
V'eekly, per year
leekly,' six months.. .. .. .... 1.00 lcm8' ago because of the large ledges tion districts.' are found by the local
.
75 of mica, which were called "talco" by Internal revenue officers or agents to
.
.
Weekly per quarter
At Nambe, in Santa be generally sold or used as beverA'eekly,' per month
.25 the Mexicans.
Fe County, there are very old work- - ages, every merchant. . .thus selling
.
jnga jn the mjca mjnegi probaj)iy made them without holding the requisite
The New Mexican Is the oldest by the Pueblo Indians even before the sneclal tax stamp as a liquor dealer
newspaper In New Mexico. It is sent Spanish occupation.
Large quantities under the internal revenue laws will
to every postofflce in the Territory, 0f mica have been mined and shipped be liable to criminal prosecution in adand has a large and growing circula to eastern points from the well known dition to the assessment against him
tion among the Intelligent and
ledges of this mineral at Petaca In of special tax and penalty."
seRio Arriba County. Near Ojo Calien-te- ,
people of the Southwest.
By making it more difficult to
Taos County, mica has been known cure substitutes for whisky and beer,
to exist for many years and five years
prohlbtiion Will be less popular in
in Kansas and in Iowa and at the next
were
mica
deposits
ago
reported
UNIOy!LABl't.
the Florida Mountains, Luna County. test of strength at the polls the liquor
Mica was discovered in the San An- men
may come out on top.
dreas Mountains not recently, as the
NO ROOM FOR DIFFERENCES.
A SQUARE DEAL.
The Denver Republican agrees with El Paso News has it, but a number of
years ago. In 1901, Professor F. A.
is a remarkable series of addressIt
that this Territory is deriving from!Jones of the U" S" GelSlcal Survf' es that President Roosevelt Is at
the forest reserve policy of the federal and who now makes Albuquerque
present delivering in the south. They
home, picked up specimens of mica in are
and their gist is the
government. It says editorially:
a
j
the San Andreas Mountains and in his
deal" between
of
the
"square
"New Mexico necessity
serves in the northern part of New interesting volume:
if this republic is to
man
and
man,
Mexico along the drainage area of the Mines and Minerals," he devotes the survive. The conclusion of the two
Rio Grande will receive the approval greater part of a chapter to the mica addresses thus far delivered
is:
of all men who are informed In re- mines of this Territory.
a
mean
I
deal
I
a
square
say
It is well that the public schools "When
a
as
much
gard to the physical character of that
as
deal;
exactly
are beginning to use square
country and the Importance of pro- of the Territory
for the rich man as for
deal
square
as text books, publications descriptive
tecting its sources of water supply
the poor man; but no more. Let each
"A large percentage of the water in of the resources and physical features
on Its merits, receive what is
stand
which
the Rio Grande below the Colorado of the Territory, subjects upon
exists due him, and be judged according to
line originates in the mountains where It seems, but meager knowledge
well his deserts. To m Te he is not. enbe
the Chama, Jemez and Puerco Rivers even In quarters that should
titled and less he shall not have."
rise. These mountains lie to the west posted.
Thtt Is a platform broad enough for
of the valley and there has : been althe south and the north to stand upon
most no occasion for Inroads upon
THE SEED AND THE FRUIT
and for the east and west to unite uptheir forests, there having been little
The Albuquerque Morning Journal,
on; it will be endorsed by Republicans
mining and practically no agriculture gives the following as a specimen of
Democrats and will find an
in that section. It has been occupied the seed the Joint Statehood advocates and by
In
the breast of every honest
almost exclusively by live stock, and planted during the recent Congres echo
FOR A SQUARE DEAL
man.
NOW
the establishment of reservations to sional visit:
AND ARIZONA
MEXICO
NEW
FOR
include these forests will save much
"As soon as the .Congressional train
OF CONSESSION
COMING
AT
THE
timber which otherwsie may be de- left Albuquerque the other day the
!
GRESS
stroyed in the near future.
friends of jointure notified the friends
."The eastern slopes of the Sandla, in Arizona, and they flooded the ConThe Chicago and Alton Railroad has
Ladrone and other mountains bound- gressmen with personal letters at the
to the conclusion that a
come
on
Rio
Grande
east
the
the
ing
Valley
different towns where they stopped,
makes a better employe for
Were long ago deprived of their for advocating the jointure of the two terone
but
the
day of rest every seven
ests,
decaying stumps testily ritories, and sent them bunches of the having
to the existence of a valuable growth newspapers of Arizona containing edi- days and will arrange its forces and
in years gone by. What relation this torials on the subject."
schedules to enable every man it em
destruction of timber may have had
To show how rapidly said seed ploys to rest one day a week. As far
to the streams flowing eastward from fructified, the same paper of the same as practicable, 4h&t MY will be Sunthese mountains may be a matter of
this specimen of the fruit day so as to make sure the day of rest
" dispute and radical difference of opin date, gives
which must have sprung up sponta- is not made a day of dissipation.
Ion; but the fact is that comparatively neously, so rapid was the growthlittle water available for irrigation can
"At " Wlckenburg
Estancia citizens have organized a
Congressman
be found at present, whereas the re Tawney asked for a vote of the peo board of trade and it will not be a
mains of prehistoric ditches testify to ple at the platform relative to Join dead, one either. Every man In the
the practicability of Irrigation in for- ture with New Mexico and every per- comunlty will be a member and will
mer times., ,. - - son voted against it. Tawney said make it his business to boost for the
.'"Thc-suDjeof forest preservation this was more convincing than any- Estancia
Valley. Its motto: "We don't
"
In New Mexico and Arizona calls for
he had seen against jointure, saw wood with a hammer," would also
thing
"special attention from the bureau of these people being out in the moun be a very appropriate one for Santa
g
rorestry, ror tne total timDer area
tains away from the politicians and Fe to adopt.
relatively small, its destruction their sentiment certainly came from
would result In great Injury. The the heart."
streams of New Mexico are more or
Deafness Cannot be Cur d
The New Mexican, up to the pres
less torrential, and the Rio Grande in ent
local applications, as they cannot reach
by
mushroom
believed
the
that
time,
diseased portion of the ear. There is only
particular is apt to lose much of Its held the record for speedy growth, but the
one way to cure deafness and that la by
water in the sands over which it finds it Is not in it with the new jointure constitutional remedies. Deafness Is caused
hv nn inflamed condition of the mUCOHS lln
its way. These considerations sugLuther Burbank with all the log of the Eustachian Tube. When this ube
plant.
is
inflamed you haye a rumbling sound or
gest that there is special reason for miraculous improvements he has made
entirely
hearing, and when it Isunless
imperfect
the
forests
and
preserving
the
particularly in vegetable life has not approached closed. Deafness
is the result, and
and
tube
this
out
can
be
taken
this. Congratulations are due the Al Inflammation
win
to
normal
restored
its
condition,
hearing
Rio Grande take their rise."
forever : nine cases out of ten
buquerque Joint Statehood boomers ha dnntrnvnd
caused by Catarrh, whloh is nothing but
and the wish Is proper that they con are
an Inflamed condition 01 tne mucousstiriaoes.
NEW MEXICO SHOULD PROFIT BY tinue planting the same kind of seed
Wo will orlvn One Hundred Dollars for anv
of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that
CALIFORNIA'S EXAMPLE
and producing the same kind of fruit case
caunot be cured by Hairs uatarrn- uure
In an article on another page, a civil The advocates of single statehood are Send for circulars, free.
B. i CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
engineer, well known in Santa Feand satisfied with the results. Go on, Sold by Druggists,
7V.
.who has made a study of irrigation gentlemen, and don't weary of well Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
possibilities in the Santa Fe and the doing!
Estancia Valleys writes very convlnc
READ ALL THIS.
ingiy 01 me possiDinties 01 tne stor
The Roswpll fair was a success
age and pumping of water for lrriga There was not much in the line of You Never Know the Moment When
Hon purposes in the Immediate vicinThis Information May Prove of
sports but there were splendid exhib
ity of Santa Fe. He personally has its of
Infinite Value.
and
horticultural
agricultural
surveyed a reservoir site near this
and
livestock.
bene
of
The
products
Yltv whfh ran ho ntiUiaii tn fDnldim
.
fit of that kind of a fair does not stop
A AAA
It Is worth considerable to any citin4. A
4.4n1
the moment the gates to the fair zen of Santa Fe to know how to be
an acre the federal government is grounds are closed but continues long cured of painful, annoying and Itching
afterward to bring new people and piles. Know then that Doan's Ointwilling to expend to build the Ele
There is room for that sort ment Is a positive remedy for all
capital.
phant Buttes' reservoir, is very of a
in every county seat of the Itchiness of the skin, for piles, eczema,
fair
11
seems
iow.
strange mat u oy
field for horse- - etc.
One application relieves and
expending $8, an acre of land now Territory while the
is
and
other
Read this testimony of its
soothes.
sports
racing,
exceeding
can
worth $1.25
be made worth $50
to $200, why this is not being done. ly limited in a commonwealth having merits:
Brother Fabian of St. Michael's ColPumping the underflow has been an only two people to the square mile
"" am convinced
that
effective and profitable method of re- and with special railway rates
lege says:
as
In
rates
the
are
the Doan's Ointment has merit. It was
regular
claiming arid land in southern Cali- high
'
"
used with success in a case which
fornia, under circumstances more ad- east.
verse than those that prevail in this
came under my observation, the aupart of New Mexico. Without going
Everyon- e- can help to advertise thenticity of which I will be pleased to
into any wild, visionary proposition, Santa Fe and to
bring visitors to this give in a personal interview, not out
but depending entirely upon the un- part of New Mexico,
by sending out of Idle curiosity, but If my Interviewer
disputed figures of experience
and souvenir postals or books of views or really suffers with any form of skin
scientific investigation, 30,00 acres of
letters to friends disease and wishes to know what
land in the immediate ' vicinity ; of writing optimistic
and by speaking well of the city, its means to adopt to get relief. In the
Santa Fe can be reclaimed, 10,000 by
climate, its scenic beauties, Its histor meantime I have no hesitancy in adan $80,000 reservoir project;
10,000 ic
attractions,, its . magnificent sur- vising residents of Santa Fe to go to
more "with a $25,000 power plant for
the fertility ,of Its soil, Ireland's Pharmacy for Doan's Oint
roundings,
pumping water from driven wells, and
whenever
occasion
offers, and when ment if they require its use, for any
more
acres
10,000
by scientific dry the
occasion
does
not
arise, by creat- purposes indicated."
culture of the soli. What 30.000 acres
the
to
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
ing
occasion
in a good word.
put
under Intensive cultivation in the
Foster-MllburIn
cents.
other
Co.,
words:
Buffalo,
,
"Boost, in season
surroundings' of Santa Fe would mean and but of season !".
for
sole
United
New
the
York,
agents
to the business and future progress of
States.
the city can be easily calculated In
Remember the name Doan's and
dollars and cents. It would mean an , A Philadelphia exchange
remarks
.
increase In population of several thou- that there are 70,000 consumptives in take no other.
sand, an Increase in the money ex Pennsylvania and 60,000 of them will
The New Mexican Printing Company
pended annually In this city through be under the sod before the blue birds
business channels of half a million sing again next spring. That is kind has on hand a large supply of pads and
dollars, and it would add to the assess-- , of doleful cheerfulness which would tablets suitable for school work, the
ment roll of the county fully a million be uncalled for- if those 70,000 lungers desk and also for lawyers and mer
chants; good anywhere.' We will sell
would bring to property owners on &c- - the Pennsylvania "Railroad's Twentieth them at five cents In book form but
count of increase in land values, '
will give a discount on quantities.
Century Limited will carry them.
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LACOME & GABLE, Proprietors.
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American and European Plan. Commodious Sample-RoomSteam
Heated. Electric lighted. Every Boom a Good One. Shoit Order
Department Open Day and Nighf . Press the Button we do the rest.
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SAFELY THROUGH
MOTHERHOOD
WITHOUT PAIN.

.

.

What a wonderful message of hope and
escape from suffering these words carry to
that woman who it dreading the hour that
shall proclaim her Motherhood. Perhaps for
her it is the first time God has blessed her;
with what awe and mystery and fear she contemplates the coming event which even now
is casting its shadow before in the way of
The hope field
many painful discomforts?
out in these words simply means that childbirth hat been turned into an event of thanksgiving and joy, stripped of its agonies and
dangers because of the learned skill of man.

Leather Card Case.
Cut out this Ad and send to us with Name
and Address, and we'll send to you as soon as possible.
B?I-- i!
1

MULLEN

REGULATOR

Atlanta,

First

"'"

SOME SEASONABLE ADVICE.

It may be a piece of superfluous ad
vice to urge people at this season of
the year to lay in a supply of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. It is almost
sure to be needed before, winter is
over, and much more prompt and satisfactory results are obtained when
taken as soon as a cold Is contracted
and before it has become settled In the
system, which can only be done by
keeping the remedy at hand. This

1

M

;

n

,
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Anqeles, Cal.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and.Table Service Unexcelled

Large Sample Pooms for Commercial Travelers;

Santa Fe, NeWMexlco

fl.

remedy is so widely known and so altogether good that no one should hesitate about buying it in preference to
any other. It is for sale by all drug-

PV

tXTasja-lxigrtox-

.ZLirexivie

x

piegelberg.

257 9&n

Francisco Street.

gists.
A

JUDICIOUS INQUIRY.

A well known

man

traveling

Inflian and fflexiDan

who

visits the drug trade says he has often
heard druggists inquire of customers
who asked for a cough medicine,
whether It was wanted for a child or
for an adult, and if for a child they

almost invariably recommend Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. The reason
for this is that it always cures. There
is not the least danger in giving it,
and for coughs, colds and croup it is
unsurpassed. For sale by all drug;

gists.

;

Sick headache is caused by a disordered condition of the stomach and is
quickly cured by Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. For sale by
all druggists.
INSOMNIA AND

INDI-

GESTION CURED

be-in-

.

Lo.

WILLIAM, VAUGHN, Prop.

-

ct

Spring Ms.

Gm.

ttrr-U-

n

&

THE PALACE HOTEL

CO.,

non-politic-

work-ingma-

BLUETT CLOTHING CO.

&

LARGEST DEALERS IN MEM'S AND BOYS' (LOTHING FURNISHINGS AISD MATS. "THE STORE OF QUALITY."

It tbs name of the remedy which meant so
much to the expectant mother i she can apply
it herself and feel an improvement at once
which but foretells the pain and suffering
which it saves when childbirth takes place.
The testimony of Mothers who have used it
successfully will convince you ; their words
of praise are found in our book, " Motherhood." Send for it.

BRADFIELD

l

Address

MOTHER'S
FRIEND

pro-greisl- v

A handsome

"Last year I had a .very severe attack of indigestion. I could not sleep
at night and suffered most excruciating pains for three hours after each
meal. I was troubled this way for
about three months when I used
Chamberlain's Stcmach and Livar
Tablets, nd received immediate
says John Dixon, Tuilamore, Ontario, Canada. For sale by all druggists.

.

Baskets,
Rag, Wax, Featehr and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoises, Garnets and Other Gems.
MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything in Our Line.

Blankets,
.

OUR

OJO CALIEJSITE IjOT SPRINGS.
.These Celebiated Hot Springs are
located In the midst of the Ancient
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-flv-e
miles west
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve mlleB from Bar-anc- a
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 xeet. Climate
very dry and delightful the year
round. There is now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of invalids
and tourists. These waters contain
1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Springs in the world. The efficacy of

particulars, address

Proprietor.JH.

Ojo Callente, Taos County,

N

Paoly

ALL PERIODICALS

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
. .

JACOB WELTMER

17 Vears'

(Homestead Entry No. 6878.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

T

Experience.
Office

J.

14, 1905.

Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof In
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the register
and receiver at Santa
New Mexico, on
NOVEMBER 1, 1905.
viz: FLORENOIO VIQIT of Coyote,
New Mexico, fcr the SE 2 NE
Sec. 22, and SW 4 NW
and NW
4
Sec. 23, T. 21 N., R. 3 E.,
SW
N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Preciliano Martinez, Ceslano Galle-gos- ,
Antonio Serrano, Jesur Maria
Serrano, all of Coyctf Niw Mexlso. :
FRED. MULLER,
Receiver.

ti3se waters has been thoroughly tested by the miraculous cures attested to
in the following diseases: Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
Malaria, Brlght's Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Pemal Complaints, etc., etc. Board
lodging and bathing $2.50 ner day; $14
per week; $50 per month, atage meets
Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe
train upon request. This resort Is attractive at all seasons and Is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Callente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and
reach Ojo Callente at 4 r. m. the same
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to Ojo Callente, $7.40. For further

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing Company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 76c; Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws cf New
Mexico,-1899- ,
1901, and 1903, English
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.26; full
leather, $3; Sheriff's Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.26; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Su
preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, in
elusive, delivered at publisher's' price,
$3.30 each;
Compilation Corporation
Laws, 76c; Compilation Mining Laws,
60c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
Reports, full sheep, $6.60 delivered;
full list school tanks.

September
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Telephone

at Exchange Stables
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Have your stationery printed by the
New Mexican Printing Company,

?

Fsed Stable In Connection.

F,

Fresh Flowers all the Time!

a

Fresh Fruits in Season!

-

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
8n Miguel Street,

Near the Old Church, Santa Fe. N. M.
Cut Flowers a Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations,

Floral Designs.

Telephone No. 12, P. O. Box 457.

'

'

Santa Fe New Mexican, Thursday, October i 9, J 905.

THE FIRST

BANK ;
X

NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE.

j

Established In 1870.
The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
RUFU8 J. PALEN, President.
HENRY L. WALDO, VI-- 1 President. ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.

Surplus and Undivided Profits

Capital (150,000.

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS BUT ONCE,
According to Ingalls, and Ingalls was a smart man. You may not altogether agreeher agree with him on this proposition; some people do
you must admit that it is a smart man who recognizes Opportunity when they meet. The home of Opportunity is now at

not,

but

WILLA

J
g
5

THE GATEWAY

The hustling new town located at the punction of the Santa Fe Central and the Santa Fe Cut-Ofthe new trunk line from Chicago to the Pacific. It is
a natural gateway to all points of the compass; is surrounded by a fine grazing country with agricultural possibilities undeveloped; it has good water in
abundance at a depth of thirty-fiv- e
feet below the surface, it is owned by the
f,

$55,000.

Transacts a general banking business In all its branchss. Loans
money on the most favorable terms on ail kinds of personal and col- lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks in all markets for
Its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and J
makes telegraphic transfers ofmonsy to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are (jiven by any
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month' or year's term, y
Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock and products. .
The bank executes all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and J
alms to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as Is con- sistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. 8afety De- - J
so- posit boxes for rent. The patronae of the public Is respectfully
cited.
money-transmittin-

Willard Town and Improvement Company.
JOHN BECKER, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
WM. M. BERQER,

Secretary.

Call on or address JOHN W. CORBET T, Agent,
Ettancla, New Mexico.
Carl A. Dalles, manager of The John Becker Co. store at Willard has charge of the sale of lots in the absence of Mr.

g

LESSON FROM
CALIFORNIA
Santa Fe and Torrance
Counties Might Rival the
Land of Fruit and Flowers

How

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors

UTILIZE THE MOISTURE

ALL KINDS OF BUILDING MATERIAL

Cord and Stove Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Stove
Delivered to Any
CERRILLOS
Part of the City:::
and HAGAN

COAL

WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pres.
LOU18 C. BECKER, Treasurer.

f

Prisirve'the Forists, Store the

Flood

Woters, Pump the Underflow end
Riches Will Result.

waters. Every person in Santa Fe
knows that during the present year
enough water ran to waste In the Santa Fe River to irrigate 10,000 acres.
There is no reason why this waste
should be permitted to continue year
after year. Some may say that the
year 1905 was exceptional, but what
of it? If the proper reservoirs were
constructed, water enough would be
saved to last two to four years of
consecutive drouths, and the weather
bureau statistics show that the rainfall
In 1905 did not exceed the average
of the past 32 years. In California,
especially in the southern part, many
reservoirs save enough water during
a wet year to last over three dry
years. In California it is much warmer than in New Mexico and evaporation is greater, besides the soil is
more sandy and absorbs more water
than does the soil of Santa Fe County.
The fruits raised in New Mexico
are superior in flavor to those raised
elsewhere and can command
fancy
prices. Tobacco grows wild and alfalfa is a money maker. Santa Fe is
the terminus of three railroads that
reach the largest cities In the north,
the east and the west by the most direct routes and therefore the city and
surroundings can command the best
markets in the world. Show the rail-- '
roads that you can create business for
them and they will help with rates,
I stake my
service and advertising.
reputation upon it that New Mexico
will rival California, the moment every drop of available water is utilized in the Territory as It is in
southern California.
QLENVILLE A. COLLINS,
Civil and Irrigation Engineer.

Corbett

Specialty.. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Build- and construction work of all kinds
ing, Palace Avenue Santa Fe, N. M.
planned and superintended. Office,
Montoya Building, Plaza, Las Vega9.
T'aone 94.
EMMETT PATTON,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
R. M. NAKE,
Box 96.
Roswell, New Mexico.
Office Over Citizen's National Bank.
Architect and Builder.
Saota Fe,
New Mexico
E. C. ABBOTT,
Civil Engineers and Surveyors.
Attorney at Law.
Practices in the District and SuCORBETT u. COLLIN8.
preme Courts. Prompt and careful attention given to all business.
....Civil and Mining Engineer. ....
U. 8. Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
District Attorney for the Counties of
Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
A88AYINQ.
Juan. Santa Fe New Mexico.
Santa Fe. N. M.
East 81de Plaza.
CHAS.

F. EASLEY,

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney

at

Law.

Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
Land and Mining Business a Specialty.

WAJflTS

Special Correspondence New Mexican.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Los Angeles, California, October 17.
FOR RENT A new piano.
Apply
Most of southern California is a dry,
Attorney at Law.
New Mexican.
void
barren
exof
for
Second
all
Judicial
land,
(District
Attorney
vegetation
'
cept cacti, yucca and other desert
District.)
FOR RENT A nicely furnished four
Practices in the District Courts and room house.
plants. But there are many oases, in
Apply New Mexican ofwhich are found fine orchards and
the Supreme Court of the Territory, fice.
beautiful vineyards. Most of these iralso before the United States Supreme
Court ji Washington.
rigated valleys are near the coast and
FOR SALE One horse, can be used
are irrigated from storage reservoirs
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
with saddle or buggy. Apply Carl
in the adjacent mountains. Some of
Bishop.
these reservoirs when filled, hold sufOsteopathy.
ficient water to irrigate 30,000 acres
FOR 8ALE CHEAP Several pairs
and are filled almost entirely from
DR. CHARLE8 A. WHEELON,
of chases, 6, 7 and 8 columns, with
flood waters that would otherwise run
metal side and end sticks, complete, at
Oateopath.
to waste during the winter months.
No. 103 Palace Avenue,
New Mexican office, Santa Fe, N. M.
To demonstrate how the people of
treats
acute
and
chronic
Successfully
southern California meet the need of
diseases without drugs or
HO i OY8TER8, HO !
water is shown by the city of Los Anmedicines.
inThe first oysters of the season will
geles which now boasts of 200,000
No charge for consultation.
be found at Conway's Bon Ton Lunch
habitants. At the present rate of
2
Hours:
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE'FRAMING.
m., 5 p. m.
'Phone 156. Counter, at reasonable prices.
increase of population it will be but
And
ii few years before its present supply
they know how to cook them too !
of water will be inadequate. ThereArchitects.
the city, at the expense of many
fore,
35.
Wanted, clean cotton rags. For a
Day Telepone
millions of dollars is constructing a
HOLT
&
HOLT,
short
time we will pay 4c a pound for
B.
Tel.
St.
Mrs.
I. Hanna,Res.xi3. Johnson
14a
Sundays and Nights at
system which carries from the mounArchitects and Civil Engineers.
clean rags. New Mexican Printing
tains an abundance of water in a ceMaps and surveys made, buildings company.
ment conduit two hundred miles long.
The citizens of southern California
recently held a water congress at
Los Angeles to discuss the water
No dangerous drugs ... or alcoholic
question, which is as vital to them as
it is to the people of New Mexico. The concoctions are taken Into the stomspeakers brought out the fact from ach when Hyomei Is used. Breathed
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN
their own, practical experience, that through the inhaler, the balsamic
the future water supply must come healing of Hyomei penetrates to the
from storing flood waters and pumping most remote cells of the nose and
All
the underflow. Great stress was also throat, and thus kills the catarrhal
laid upon the necessity of preserving germs, heals the irritated mucous
All Orders Willi Receive Prompt and Careful Attention.
the forests, for at the present rate of membrane, and gives complete and
cure.
timber destruction, the west will have permanent
Meals 25 cents. We have everything hi season.
Hyomei is the simplest, most pleasno forests fifty years from now except
OFFICE:. .Garfield Ave., Near A., T. & S. F. Depot.. .Phone No. 85.
in the federal and state forest reser- ant and the only guaranteed cure for
222
Street.
Francisco
San
PJaza.
of
South Side
discovered.
vations. It should be added that for- catarrh that has been
est preservation consists not only in Complete outfit $1.00; extra bottle 50
New New
maintaining the present forests but in cents.
For sale by A. C. Ireland.
and
Herrera
planting new forests. The citizens of
Son, Proprietors.
6. Lupe
California realize the necessity for this
and are making appropriations for
It Is an admitted fact that real es
New Mexico should tate and financial men and merchants
and
that
purpose
3
follow this example.
all sav that quickest and best results
It has been my good fortune to visit are obtained by advertising in the
Are sure Indications ol some form of stomach
the Estancia Valley and to make sur- New Mexican.
trouble, biliousness or a bad liver. Malaria will
veys at a number of points. As an
next overtake you. Don't risk it, and above all.
I can say that the water
engineer
don'ttake calomel or quinine both are dangerous
ICO
problem in the Santa Fe and the EsPROFESSIONAL CARDS
tancia Valleys, is a very simple ques
tion, compared with the difficulties
ATTORN
that have been or will be surmounted
has all their virtues none of their
I have found
In southern California.
deadly effects. HERBINE taken
MAX.
acres
of
FROST,
of
ways by which thousands
regularly will forestall headaches, put
Attorney at Law.
fine, fertile land can be reclaimed at
the digestive organs In perfect condiNew Mexico.
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.
Santa Fe,
a reasonable expenditure.
tion, head off biliousness, headaches,
The Reclamation Service will ex
liver ills, keep you in good health.
HANNA
8PENCER,
pend $40 an acre to reclaim the arid
TRY IT
of
lands of the Mesilla Valley. I made
v
Attorneys at Law.
SOo b. Bottle.
All Dm tats.
a survey and estimate for an irriga- 'Phone 66.
Offices Griffin Block.
tion enterprise near Santa Fe, to irFOR SALE AT FISCHER'8 DRUG STORE COMPANY.
10,000 acres three times a year,
N. 8. R08E.
rigate
on
which calls for an expenditure of only
Attorney at Law.
$8 per acre. I have noticed a number
NEW MEXICO
E8TANCIA : :
of other feasible reservoir sites in the
vicinity of the town which could be
BENJAMIN M. READ,
utilized for storage purposes.
;
Attorney at Law.
Water can also be had in abund
New Mexico.
Santa Fe, ance in the Santa Fe and the Estancia Office, Sena Block.
Palace Ave.
Valleys at a depth of from 10 to 100
feet. One well will furnish enough
)
WILLIAM H. LLEWELLYN,
water to irrigate from two to- - five
at Law.
Attor
acres depending upon the crop and
Las Cruces. New 'exlco.
character of the well. A central elec
District
Attorney for Dona Ana,
be
estab
tric power station should
Luna and Sierra CounOtero,
Grant,
lished. Such a plant could be main
Judicial
Third
District
ties,
five
of
one
tained very cheaply In
'Phone No. 158.
103 Palace Avenue.
San
Pedro
The
Fe:
near
Santa
places
A. W. POLLARD,
Mountains near Hagan, where coal
31
Attor,. ey at Law.
and wood are found in abundance; in
New Mexico.
Deming,
the White Rock Canon, west of San
District Attorney, Luna County.
ta Fe, where tremendous water power is going to waste; In the Santa Fe
EDWARD C. WACE,
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
Canon above the reservoir, where
BEST LINE
HOSWKLL, gaff MBAIW.
Attorney at Law.
there is a heavy grade, plenty of wat
Courts.
All
in
the
north
Practices
Falls
Nambe
the
er
and
power;
THB MILITARY 8CHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
of Santa Fe, or on the Pecos River "Mining Cases and Mineral Patents a
east of Santa Fe where there is a
Specialty."
Established and Supported by the Territory.
New Mexico.
as coal and Las Cruces, ,
well
as
water
power
good
SIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
this
would
lines
Power
timber.
carry
and comColleges. New buildings, all furnishings and equlpmentsjmodern
power Into the Santa Fe, the Tesu
G. W. PRICHARD,
water-workall conveniences.
electric-lightebaths,
que, the Nambe, the Pojoaque, the
plete; steam-heateand Counselor at Law.
Attorney
Is
Session
session.Santa Cruz, the Santa Clara, the Es
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 250 per
Practices in all the District Courts
panola and other valleys and the farm' and gives special attention to cases
hree terms of thirteen weeks each.
er with his pumping plant would need before the Territorial Supreme Court
above
feet
R08WELLU a noted health resort, 3,700
Time Magnificent Eqoipment.
but touch a button to set and keep Office, Capitol Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
to
June.
Sunshine every day from September
a
cost
such'
The
of
It
plant
agoing.
for Farther Particulars, Call on
REGENT8-Nath- an
ta.ffa, W. M Eeed, W. M. Atkinson, W. A.
would not be excessive and would
L
YOCUM, Agent.
A. B. REN&HAN.
Finis y and B. A. Oahoon
W J. BLACK. 0. P. A
eventually return twenty per cent an
and
the
Dis
in
Practices
COL. J. W. WIUSON,, Supt.
For particulars address
Supreme
nually on the Investment.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Law a
Topeka, Has.
Returning to the storage of flood trict Courts. Mining and Land

TRANSFER and STORAGE: We Haul Everything Movable
Branch Office and Yards at Cerrllloa, N. M
Phone 35 Santa Fe.

DUDROW Si C30NTENIE

Undertakers and

Maimers

2--

Dtidrow's Office Building.

m C0R0NAD0 HOTEL.

EVERY ROOMijXEATLY

CERRILLOS
&MONERO

Screened Domestic Lump $5.00 Per Ton.
Sizes. Trinidad Smithing.
Anthracite
Kindling, Grate and Cord Wood.

FURNISHED

Short Orders Served a la Carte.
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AND REALTY CO.
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For Sale at a Bargain a Nice
Six Room Brick Cottage.
MONEY
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EI Paso, Mexico and Southwest
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Thwsiay, October 19, J 905.
the Historical
Society, San Miguel
Church and other places of historical
PERSONAL MENTION) interest. Mrs. Sweitzer expressed
much regret at not being able to see
the room in which General Lew WalInsurance Commissioner Pedro
a
lace wrote a part of his famous novel,
was a visitor in Ainuquerque yes"Ben Hur." She left the city this eveterday.
ning for the coast.
Frank Bond, of the mercantile firm
Mrs. L. B. Prince left this afterof G. W. Bond & Brother, at Espa-nolnoon for Albuquerque where tomorrow
was a business visitor iu Sauta
evening at the home of Mrs. B. S.
Fe today.
Rodey she will present a charter to
Charles V. Safford, traveling audi- Lew Wallace Chapter of the Daughtor of the Territory, left last evening ters of the American Hevolutlon.
for Albuquerque, where he has gone Among the other speakers will be
on official business,
Judge Ira A. Abbott.
A. S. Barney, traveling
Robert King, of Cumberland, Maryfreight and
passenger agent of the Denver & Rio land, arrived in the city last evening
Grande was a northbound passenger and Is registered at the Palace. Mr.
this morning on railroad business.
King is in search of health and havCharles Davenport, of Denton, Tex- ing read and heard a great deal of
as, was an arrival in the city last eve- the beneficial results of Santa Fe clining and today took up his residence mate decided to come here to give it
for the winter at Sunmount Tent City. a trial.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence 0. Lucken-bacH. W. Loomis of Los Angeles, but
of Bethlehem Pennsylvania, but formerly of Santa Fe, where he made
lately of Las Vegas, will arrive next his headquarters as deputy i. S. marweek from the Meadow City to make shal, is visiting friends at Albuquertheir home at Santa Fe.
que. He is accompanied by his wife
Colonel and Mrs. Frost expect to and is on his way to Mexico to look
return to Santa Fe on Wednesday after raining interests he has in the
evening of next week. They will leave neighboring repubjic.
of
W. A. Snyder, senior member
Washington on Saturday evening, and
will be in Chicago on Monday.
the firm of Snyder & Roedeger, sheep
ColBenjamin Strickfaden, representing and wool dealers of Fort Morgan,
a wholesale grocery house of Las Ve- orado, passed through the city today
local grocers this on his way from Stanley and other
gas, interviewed
morning,
expounding the superior Estancia Valley points to his home.
quality of the goods handled by his He attended to the transfer of 1,500
sheep from the Santa Fe Central to
company.
& Rio Grande, same going
R. C. Reid, of Roswell, right of way the Denver
this afternoon.
north
of
Fe
the Santa
attorney
Railway
S. E. Preston and J. W. Crawford,
Company, was in the city this morniFort Morgan, Colorado, were among
of
to
on
his
his way from
home
Las
ng"
eveVegas, where he has gone on railroad the arrivals from the north last
look
to
after
here
are
ning. They
business.
the shipment of about 2,500 sheep,
A. b . Spiegel berg, the curio merover the
'billed out from Torrance
a
from
to
has
returned
chant,
trip
will arwhich
and
Fe
Santa
Central
points in Mexico. On his return he
will be
here
and
rive
this
evening,
lingered a day in Albuquerque to atto
on
their
and
transferred
shipped
tend the New Mexico grand lodge A.
destination at Fort Morgan tomorrow.
F. & A. M.
of
L. C. Baker and F. M. Baker,
George F. Albright, assessor of Berfrom
arrived
Fort
Colorado,
Morgan,
nalillo County, passed Lamy yesterthe north last evening and today su
day on his way home from a hunting
the transfering from the
trip on the Pecos Forest Reserve. He perintended
Santa Fe Central to the Denver &
mounin
the
reports game plentiful
Rio Grande, of about 2,000 sheep purtains east of Santa Fe.
chased by them in the Estancia ValL. B. Prince returned
and along the Rock Island system
on Tuesday evening from a business ley
for feeding purposes in Colorado this
trip to Springer and yesterday fore- winter.
noon left for his orchard at AngosCharles Howe, a retired farmer and
tura in the Espanola Valley. He will
stock
raiser, of Ohio, was registered
return this eveuing.
at the Claire. He left this morntoday
E. B. Learner, knight of the grip
ing for Alamosa, where he has a
from Kansas City, was in Santa Fe
ir the dispatchers' office of
nephew
today and called on the dry goods mer the Denver & Rio Grande. This is
chants here in the interests of a whole- Mr. Howe's first visit to New Mexico
sale dry goods house for which he is and he is more than delighted with
western representative.
what he has seen. He with his daugh
Governor M. A. Otero left Washing- ter, who accompanied mm, are returnton, D. C., last evening for Chicago, ing from a three months' trip through
Illinois, where he, will remain one day. California. Oregon. Washington, Ari- From Chicago he will go to Denver zona an(i New Mexico, and both aay
and will .arrive in Santa Fe on Wed- - tnat tney have been no place where
nesday evening of next week.
climatic and scenic attractions equal
"J. P. Burns, sheep raiser and wool New Mexico. Mr. and Miss Howe will
dealer of Monte Vista, Colorado, was return from Alamosa in a few days
in the city this morning. He left this and will probably spend several days
afternoon via the Santa Fe for points in the Capital City before proceeding
in the southern part of the Territory on their homeward journey.
where he expects to purchase sheep.
Sidnev Bieber of Washington. D. C. EXPENSIVE OUTFIT
NOW IN PLACE
at one time chief of the Baltimore fire
has install-hi- s
Counter
Bon
Lunch
The
on
was
Fe
in Santa
today
department,
urns of
coffee
tea
and
from Albu- - ed
expensive 1
way to Alamogordo
.
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lei HAtir
a
IS
lva
u uur
uu
umuu
tne
iamous
aueraue. He will make the Duke City
iviajeaiu;
his future home.
prepared to servo the best cup of cofwill con
r, "c.ocu, ui m... imn. mt no...o,..- fee in the city.
. uus One trial
,
..0m nf
w3,
Vince
ui
you
n
whnlAsnlfi
fllne- HalAsmnn fnr
uF'
silk
.served
Is
cream
Pure
coffee.
this
and dress goods house, transacted busieach
with
cup.
ness in Santa Fe this morning. He
left this afternoon for Albuquerque
Lambs Wool Slipper Soles. Miss
where he lias gone on a similar mis
A. Mugler.
sion.
George Densmore, A. W. Wilkins,
Before you Insure your life talk
D. C. Williams and H. Caldwell, trainmen of the Denver & Rio Grande, were with Kanauer.
in the city this morning. They came
to handle the stock train which left
Complete and select line of Fall and
for the north this afternoon and which Winter Millinery at Miss A. Mugler.
will leave tomorrow morning.
Civil Engineer and Mrs. G. A. Col.Talk with Kanauer he will show
for
month
have
who
the
lins,
you why you should be insured in the
past
been visiting in Los Angeles, Califor- Northwestern.
nia, have returned to Santa Fe and
say that they are glad to be back in
A "WANT AD" will bring results.
the Capital City of the "Sunshine Ter-

FIRST SHOWING
OF
Fall &

Jfew

Winter

For weeks everybody
about this establishment
has been on the Jump,
marking and arranging
the large quantity of

Fall Clothing
pouring into my store.
I have now ready a
Hi'

Of New and Beautiful

htng in Men's, Boys'
and Children's wear. I
s

m specially proud of

MY MEN'S SUIT DISPLAY.
I have the Best Suits, made by the Best Makers I
know anything about. It would take miles of talk to
do them justice. Ccmp re my Suits with any to be

had anywhere
for

workmanship

garment-"threa-

for

workmanship-garm- ent

for thread.

d

Then

com-

pare prices. Do this and you will boy your Fall suits
here. You can't help it, you know.
TO 1EEP YOU

WA.

Overcoats to keep vou warm
while you wa k ride or travel
The active man's medium weights
The walking man's short coats.
The conservative man's medium

Ihe fashionable m m's long coats.
The good friend cn cold nights and

stormy days Ulsters.
All sorts of Good Overcoats. It's
easy to match my prices; but you
can't match my Overcoats and
prices at the same time. Try it.

SALJW.

WHOLESALE

& RETAIL

DRY GOODS

249 251 253 San Francisco St.

TELEPHONE

NO. 26.
SAN

TELEPHONE

NO. 26.

FRANCISCO STREET.'

WHITE

.

Concoi d Grapes I
HOME GROWN
Leave Orders NOW! Will not last long.
-- We also have

Late Peaches, Pears,
and French Prunes,
& co.
I H. s.

Ge-m-

an

w

T

at

IS

The HANNA LIVE STOCK CO.
First Door West of

V

Positively the Greatest Meat House in City of Santa Fe

O. C. Watson and C. G. Nuchols, of
Albuquerque, were passengers this
morning for points along the Denver
& Rio Grande.
They will be absent
several days, during which time they
will endeavor to write a number of insurance policies.
A. K. Wood, relief man in the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad Company's
telegraph service, who has been in
Arizona and California on a thirty
days' leave of absence, passed through
the city this morning on his return to
headquarters at Pueblo.
Clinton J. Crandall, superintendent
of the U. S. Indian Training School,
in this city and of the northern Pueblos, has returned from Albuquerque
where he spent several days on offi
cial business and to attend the New
Mexico Grand Lodge A. F. & A. Masons.
A. G. Kennedy, chief engineer of the
Mlmbres Valley Water
Company,
which is making arrangements to pipe
good water from the Mimbres Valley
into El Paso, arrived from his head
quarters in El Paso Tuesday and Is
now at his home No. 261 Palace Avenue.
Colonel and Mrs. William Scott, of
Lamed, Kansas, who have been the
guests for several days of their daughter, Mrs. L. C. Yocum, left yesterday
for Las Vegas, where they will remain
a few days. From there Mr. and Mrs.
Scott will return to their Kansas
home.
Mrs. W. F. Sweitzer, of Racine, Wisconsin, who is on her way to California to spend the winter, took advantage of the free side trip from Lamy
and spent today in the Capital City,
While here she visited the rooms Of
I

A fine lot of tender beef on hand
during entire week.
Your orders put up and delivered to all
parts of the city.
SPECIAL Attention Given to Telephone Orders. 'PHONE No. 84

m"v

T. W. ROBERTS'

0. K. BARBER SHOP
Three First Class Barbers.
High Grade Shoe Shiner.
Largest & Best Tubs in City

NVVVVVV

fruit

go.

First Showing of the New Shades in

DRESS GOODS
New and Exclusive Designs and
Weaves Stylish and

-

Up-to-Da- te

ladies; misses children's
Hady-to-Wea-

lffats

r

JUST RECEIVED

The Lowest Priced Hotise in the Qty
for Fine Goods
P. O. Box 219.

I

Phone 36.

KfWTEB BBOGEBY CD.

1

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF

ALBUQUERQUE

$2,000,000.00.

Pay Interest on Term
Deposits.

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED.

Staple and Fancy

GROCERIES
For Picnics and
Lunches boy
LIBBY, M'NEILL A LIB8Y

Canned Meats.
We have a fall
line; also
CHICKENS
alive or dressed.
S. E. Corner Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40

H. C.

Yontz

MANUFACTURER OF

DEALER IN
Valuta, Clods. Jmlry

exican Filigree

JEWELRY
m

vine watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Rugs and
aian woods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
We9t Side Plaza. Sai ta Fe, N. M.

HANNA & SPENCER

lu- -

1l

:nsurance
Fie,

Life, Bttfglary,
Accident, Health

and Plate Glass

SURETY BONDS
GRIFFIN BLOCK

oxes

1

1

We

bros.

SELiGrnn:j

j

Cartwnght Davis Store,

Deposits

a4

ritory."

The BEST and CHEAPEST

Ein SantaJLFe

.i--fl

vv

Raised in the Famous Wiclandy Vineyard

TKE

1903.

j

lengths.

N.

Incorporated

h

That have been daily

J

1856.

1'e-re-

CLOTHING.

llrol.

Establlshed

PHONE NO.

THE OLD CURIO STORE
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In

Apples and

Peach Boxes
bytheCarorby
the Hundred
We Carry 8tock In Santa

Fe and Espanola.

Write for

C

L.

POLLARD,

GENUINE INDIAN GOODS

& CURIOSITIES

Souvenir
POSTAL

CAPS

Jtitt Received: A large assortment
cards typical of the City of
the Holy Faith.

of

price.
CO..

ESPANOLA. N. M.

A fine line of the very choicest Mexican
Fire Opals Call and see them.

J
801

.

OANUKl.AKIo

SnuFruiicIicoKi.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Thursday, October J 9, J 905.
nuace Avenue from the Arroyo Sals Ccntral
train, which arrived at
to the

6 p

city limits should also have m. The Denver & Rio Grande train
brick and cement sidewalks, at least
iJVIINOR CITY TOPICS
tonight was an hour and a half late
on the north side of the street.
and train No. 1 on the Santa Fe was
Miss Phelps, a public school teach- four hours late.
There will be a meeting of the CaIs confined to her home at the resiJ. N. Zook, prescription clerk at Ire
thedral Guild tomorrow afternoon at er,
dence of Dr. and Mrs. C. N. Lord on land's
a
the Parochial School.
Pharmacy, who is
Palace Avenue, with au attack of pneu two weeks' vacation in the spending
P'.cos counMiss Mamie Harrison of Pecos, well monia.
Mrs. Jay Turley is teaching try, writes that on
Monday he was seknown in Santa Fe, on Tuesday was in her
place.
verely injured by being kicked on the
thrown from her horse and was seri
Word was received today in this left knee by a horse. No bones were
ously injured.
city by friends, of the death of VI- - broken but the bruise is very painful.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, I. 0. 0. F., cente
Armljo at Las Vegas, after an He is having good luck iu hie hunting
will hold its regular meeting
this illness of over a month. The de- naving secured a fine buck with a
evening at Odd Fellows' Hall, No. 2G1 ceased was 79 years of
age and leaves handsome pair of antlers.
San Francisco Street.
a large family.
Notice the change of advertisement
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Tabor, of Peof the Old Curiosity Shop, J. S.
The New Mexican Review
today
cos, have taken up their residence for makes
the third of the four publica
Mr. Candelario
proprietor.
the winter at the Gildersleeve house
tions of the delinquent tax list, of has just received a fine assortment of
at 271 Palace Avenue.
Santa Fe County for the
car 1904. souvenir postal cards which are illusA number of Jemez and Cochlti In- Extra
copies may be obtained at the trative of the city of Santa Fe and
dians were seen on the streets yester- business office of the New Mexican are decidedly artistic and true to life.
He has also just received a large asday afternoon and this morning, dis- Printing Company.
posing of their wares and securing
sortment
of opals, among which can
The Guild of the Church of the
be found .the much prized genuine fire
supplies.
meet
will
Faith
after
tomoriow
Holy
We can offer you special inducements in the
The Ten Nights in a Bar Room noon at 2:30 o'clock with Miss Garrett. opal.
Wagon Line. We have Farm and Spring Work, We
The forecast for New Mexico is gen
buy in Car Shipments which enables us to make Close Prices.
Company played to a very good house The Brooklyn will be on the east side
in this city last night and those who of the Plaza at a quarter past two to orally fair and colder weather tonight,
attended state that the production was convey the members to the meeting. and fair and colder weather Friday
creditable.
We Carry the
A full attendance is desired.
ror Colorado the forecast is fair
The snow predicted for today in
I. V. Conway has installed at the weather tonight and Friday, and cold
Y KAZUK.
H
Our T
We carry these
northern Now Mexico, failed to show Bon Ton Restaurant a handsome new er ln the east portion tonight. The
maximum
-up at Santa Fe. The sky was as blue coffee urn. It is of bright silvered
temperature in Santa Fe
uucry 5T.OCK is me larges
and as clear as it can be only in this steel, of the sanitary pattern and will yesterday was 58 degrees at 4:05
and best offered in the city
part of the Southwest.
enable the Bon Ton to always have a o'clock in the afternoon, the minimum
fi o'clock
28
was
In
at
Stock.
in
the
degrees
cu of coffee ready for its patrons
Miss Shirley Packer who spent sev-- ,
morning, the mean was 43 and the
eral months in Santa Fe and made at any llonr ln tne day or ni8htThey Stand the
humidity was 51 per cent. At
An English coach
many friends here, is critically ill at
stallion went relative
0 o'clock this morning the temperature
her home at Maiden, Massachusetts, through on the Colorado and SouthOF TIME
In this city was 29 degrees.
and is not expected to live.
ern, Wednesday by Wells Fargo ExMiss Vivian Osgood, who came lo
Brothers'
S. B. Orimshaw, assistant
to the press to the McLaughlin
president and general manager of the ranch near Folsom, New Mexico. The Santa Fe about two months ago from
Santa Fe Central Railway Company, animal is valued at several thousand Cleveland, Ohio, for the benefit of
Is confined to his home at 107 Upper dollars and was shipped from Colum her health, died at her room at 181
Upper Palace Avenue this morning at
os. unio, mniaaa Advertiser.
Palace Avenue, with a severe cold.
7:30 o'clock at the age of 23 years.
sale
conducted
The
yes
.
rummage
If you cannnt AflWd t nv
Woman's Board of Trade Before coming to New Mexico de
,day y the
dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly
was not what it ceased was a school teacher In thd
successful,
New Mexican Review and get thf although
A
quantity of val-- ; Ohio city and had many friends who
cream of the week's doings. It- Is a should have been.
liable and useful articles were left un-- i will mourn her death. Charles Waggood paper to send to your friends.
sold and the ladies have decided to ner, undertaker, took charge of the
The New Mexican bindery is turn- - continue the sale at the
library rooms, body and this evening it was shipped onable or unreasonable, Is unwise. and caution and
The
sheet.
to Cleveland, accompanied by Miss
Execution,
ning out some of the most artistic Saturday afternoon at 1:30 o'clock.
What we need Is to have some admin- Interstate Commerce Commissioner or
in
the Southwest. It is the
sheet.
Summons,
Mabel Osgood, a sister of the deceas
binding
istrative body with ample power to other government official who failed
Cards have been received in this city ed, who has been here with her.
most completely equipped bindery in
sheet.
Subpoena,
forbid combination that is hurtful to to protect a railroad that was In the
the Rocky Mountain states south of announcing the marriage on Tuesday,
Capias Complaint,
sheet.
The following persons were callers the public, and to prevent favoritism
right against any clamor, no matter
October 17, of Miss Carolyn Raymond
Denver.
Search Warrant,
sheet.
rooms
the
of
the
at
Historical
Society
one
to
individual at the expense of how violent, on the part of the nubile.
M. Hatch, at the home of
School Blanks.
The Woman's Aid Society of the and Charles
few days: Mrs. Mary another. In other words, we want an would be euiltv of as
gross a wrnn?
in Danbury, Con- during the past
bride's
the
parents
Oath of School Director.
s
First Presbyterian Church will meet
R. Wilson, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; administrative
body with the power to as it he corruptly rendered an ImMr. Hatch is well known in
necticut.
Certificate
of
T.
A.
E.
afternoon
at
2:30
More
E.
o'clock
and wife, Denver;
with
Friday
Apportlonnu
secure fair and just treatment as proper service to the railroad at the
Santa Fe having spent four years here
School Funds, Ms sheet.
Mrs. Massle, Upper Palace
Avenue.
Hannan, Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Ben- among all shippers who use the rai- expense of the public. When I
health.
his
of
benefit
for
the
During
say
District Clerks' Annual Rep r
All members are earnestly lequesfed
George Kindred, Blsboe, lroadsand all shippers have a right a square deal I mean a square
his stav here he made many friends jamin Kelly,
deal; sheet
to be present. '
D. M. Gillespie, Springer; to use them. We must not leave the
Arizona;
exactly as much a square deal for the
who wish him well.
Enumeration Form, Mi sheet
Samuel Bean, Las Cruces; John Rock, enforcement of such a law merely to rich man as for the
Mayor A. R. Gibson Is exhibiting
poor man; but
The Santa Fe Central Railway last Blsbee, Arizona; Mrs. Charles Gilbert, the
Teacher's
Certificate, Mt shee
department of justice; It Is out no more. Let each stand on his merspecimens of ore in which the wire
in the eastern connec- Genesee, Illinois; Roy Munson, San of the question for the law
Certificate
of Apportlonmei
evening
brought
department its, receive what is due him, and be
The specimens
gold fairly glistens.
beFrancisco, California; R. J. Houston, of the government to do what should judged according to his deserts. To sheet.
are from mining properties m western tion of the Rock Island of the day
fore but failed to connect with the Texas; F. H. Martin, Pearl River, be purely administrative work. The more he is not
Contract for School Teach
and less he
California and in Nevada in which he
Rock Island train due yesterday morn- New York; S. H. McClure, Pittsburg, department of justice is to stand be- shall not have. entitled,
sheet.
Is interested.
ing which was reported ten hours late. Pennsylvania; A. Vincent, Jamestown, hind and
with the adminisTeachers' Term Register, full
Montezuma Avenue from the depots Today's Rock Island train is too late Kansas; W. M. Abegg, Berlin, Ger- - trative
Contract for Fuel,
body, but the administrative
sheet.
IT
AINT
THE
TRUTH?
to the Capitol should be pnved and also for connection with the Santa Fe many.
body itself must be given the power
PRICES.
Some people in Santa Fe say they
to do the work and then held to a serve "coffee
like your mother made" On M, or Mi sheet, each
strict accountability for the exercise but at the Bon Ton Lunch Counter
IT WAS LOADED.
you On full sheet each
of that power. Tho delays of the law can
There are four verses. Verse 1 . Ayer's
"coffee better than your moth- M, sheets, per dozen
get
,,
Mi sheets,
Not With Powder and Ball, But With are proverbial, and what we need in er ever made."
Hair Vigor makes the hair grow. Verse
dozen
per
this matter is reasonable quickness of
!'
the Best Coffee Obtainable.
Full sheets, per dozen
2. Ayer's Hair Vigor stops falling hair.
VJ
. .
action.
V sheets, per hunCred
Verse 3. Ayer's Hair Vigor cures dan- Mi sheets,
The abuses of which we have a
druff. Verse 4. Ayer's Hair Vigor alThat excellent coffee urn at the Bon
per hundred
"coffee
contains
Full sheets, per hundred
color
Counter
Lunch
restores
to
Ton
genuine right to complain take many
ways
gray hair. The
chorus is sung by millions. Lowr'suM
100 assorted blanks, take the p
better than your mother ever made." shapes. Rebates are not now often
Those who have tried it say it is just given openly. But they can be given CONFORMING TO THE LAW8 OF price.
$2.75, delivered.
NEW MEXICO.
delicious, especially when nice, pure just as effectively in covert form; and
private cars, terminal tracks and the
cream is served with each cup.
Desk, $3.25, deliver d neara
like must be brought under the conoffice.
press
The
Mexican
New
Printing Company
ICS
On an order of 500 blanks, ci
The Northwestern Mutual of Mil- trol of the commission or administra has the largest facilities and most
the tive body, which is to exercise super- modern machinery fot doing all kinds er's business ad will be print
ART PICTURES AND fRAMING waukee stands preeminent amongmanBut in my
vision by the government.
der filing without extra cost
conservative
for
of Printing and Binding ln first-clas- s
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thing to
important
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Mi sheet,
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8xl4 indie:
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as being unjust
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a
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Full
VITAL
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Mining Blanks.
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Special
Ruling
Amended Location Notice Mt sheet
proper, then itself to fix a maxOur Blank Books speak for
IHTEREST TO COUNTRY plaint
Agreement of Publisher, M sheet.
imum rate which it regards as just
selves.
eet.
Proof of Labor,
and reasonable, this rate to go into
Largest and best equipped Bii
Lode Mining Location, Ms sheet
effect practically at once, that is with(Continued From Page One.)
in the Southwest.
in
to
Placer Mining Location, Mi sheet.
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in a reasonable time, and
Our Solicitor: Every job and
Title Bond to Mining Prjperty, Mi
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sheet.
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NEW MEXICAN PRINTING C
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Title Bond and Lease
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Santa Fe, New Mexico,
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Coal Declaratory Statement
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when
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should
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degrees, at 4:05
Stock tanks.
ing in order the old highway; so that what books only,
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Bill of Sale, Animai Bearing Ven- degrees,
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shape
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im- books,
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Animals Not Bearing Ven- degrees.
thing
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to Bill of Sale,
In private hands, and in particular I properly, I wish the commission
Recorded Brand,
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not
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Bill of Sale, Range Delivery, M, sheet
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Gather,
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Try
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Appeal
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ence has shown that It is not possible by
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My object
to leave the railroads uncontrolled. regards national banks.
and the Best Meat that th
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Appearance Bonds, Mi sheet.
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Bond,
Appearance
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The American
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EXCELLENT MATERIAL FOR FOOTBALL

Athletics at New Mexico College

Do Not Neglect a Cold.

Agricultural and Mechanic
Arts Other News.

the Lungs, lower the Vitality and makes the
each succeeding cold, thus
ytem less able to withstand
paving the way for more serious diseases.

Every cold Weaken

Clay Newberry, the famous halfback of the old football team, is again
on the field and will greatly strengthen the team. Clay was out of the
game last year on account of sickness.
The Apron and Necktie Social, for
the benefit of the Collegian, will be
given on the evening of October 29.
Professor J. D. Tinsley Is spending
a few days of this week in Albuquerque In the interests of the college.
The faculty has set aside the third
Friday night of each month for a
lecture, illustrated by stereopticon
views.
Rafael Ramirez has discontinued his
work and has taken the
nosition of second assistant in the
Agricultural department to fill the vacancy caused by the death of Thomas
Green.
The Columbian and the Minerva
Literary Societies have agreed to hold
joint exercises once a month. These
will be open meetings and good pro

n

Coughs. Colds, Sore Throat,

Consumption,

Asthma, Croup, Whooping Cough,
Sore Lungs.
Bronchitis, Hoarseness,
THAT BALLARD'S

EVERY MOTHER SHOULD KNOW
SYRUP CONTAINS NO OPIATES, DOES NOT
CONSTIPATE CHILDREN AND WILL POSITIVELY
CURE CROUP AND WHOOPING COUGH.
Tex., mmyi "We
MRB. BALLIE LOCK BAR. Ooldthwalte,
for lereral yearfc
bare ued BaUard'i Horehonnd SjtP In my family
children .had Croup and
and It always ive atlnfaotlon. When the
them at once, and I would not tot,
Whooping Cough it always relieved
it In thflhonne. a It la the BKST MUDICINB we know of."

Every Bottle Guaranteed.
Best Remedy for Children.
THREE SIZES! 2Bo, BOO ana 9 i.vv.
BALLARD SNOW LINIMENT CO., ST.L0UIS,M0.

j

MAXWELL
UJJDER;

IRIICATIOJSf

SYSTEfy

These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being ofPrice of land
fered for sale In tracts of forty ac res and upwards.
with perpetual water rights from $17 to $25 er acre, according to
location. Payments may be made in ten yc.r Installments. Alfalfa,
grains, fruits of all kinds, and sugar beets grow to perfection.

COLD MINES.

this grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M., are the
gold mining districts of Elizabeth town and Baldy, where Important
mineral discoveries have lately been made. Claims on unlocated
ground may be made under the mining regulations of the company,
which are as favorable to the prospector as the U. S. Government
On

laws.

Near Raton, N. M., on this gran t, are located the coal mines of the
Raton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found
at good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that
farming or prospecting can not be successfully done.
For particulars and. advertising matter apply to

The Maxwell

Lap Grajiit

Co

RATOX, NEW MEXICO- LOW RATES! SUPERIOR SERVICE!

km

YOU

GOP

5

This handsome solid vestibuled train runs through to New

:
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COLDS

BALSAM

V,

crovp

EAST?

if so ONE TRIP via

The football team would like to ar
range for a game with' the Santa Fe
Indian School team.
Mrs. W. H. Bartlett of Santa Fe,
botanist, Is engaged in writing a
book on the flowers" of New Mexico.
She Is now at work in the college
herbarium in order to derive the benefit of its collection and the technical
advice of Professor E. 0. Wooton.
John George Miller, of Santa Fe, is
proving to be a most efficient assistant in the shops department.
The boys' basket ball team is
very well. Hard practice games
have been played and the young men
are fast getting themselves Into shape.
Las Cruces Is reported to be organizing a boys' team and if this is done
good games may be seen in the near
future.
The girls' basket ball team is pro
gressing very rapidly. Quite a number of girls are out on the field and
a practice game Is played nearly every day. If only the other territorial
Institutions will furnish a team, exciting games will come off during the
season.
The grounds around the green house
are quite pretty this fall. Roses and
other flowers are blooming profusely
and with the tint of fall on the leaves
of the shrubs it Is a place that would
make anybody go Into raptures over
what a garden can be made Into with
a little care, In New Mexjco.
The foot ball boys have lined up
A
for a few practice scrimmages.
practice game was held last week and
proved very Interesting for both spectators and players, especially the new
players. A report got out that Las
Cruces had organized a ieam and
wanted to play, but after an investigation It proved to be a false alarm.
The boys were very much disappointed as they are anxious for a practice
match with some local team.
The elrls of the college met last
week In McFie Hall to discuss the
Dronosltlon of forming an organization
similar to the Y. M. C. A. recently or
ganized by the boys. There were several differences of opinion as to the
nature of the organization to be perfected, some favoring a Y. W. C. A.,
others an auxiliary to the present
boys' organization, and other an independent body with a constitution
s
of its own. Other meetand
ings will be held to thoroughly talk
over the matter, and whatever the nature of the organization it will be de
cidedly beneficial in Its effects.

HOTEL

Lodge No.
and A. M.
communica-

F.

tion
each

first

Hall,

at

ronth

of
ft
at Masonic

7:30

p. m.

CLINTON J. CRANDALL, W. M.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
Santa Fe Chapter, No. 1,
l
R. A. M. Regular
ft
n second Monday ft
in each month at Masonft
ic Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN Secretary.
con-vocat-

Santa Fe Commandery No.
T. Regular conclave
fourtl. Monday L each
month at Masotlc Hall, at
W. B. GRIFFIN, E. C.
7:30 p. m.
W. H. KENNEDY, Recorder.

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular nieoting every 1st
and 3d Tuesday evenings at 8 o'clock,
Castle Hall temporarily with Odd Fellows ,San Francisco Street. Visiting
Knights given a cordial and fraternal

.

L.

G.

, EL PASO, TEX.

E. P.

Leonard,

El Paso, Texas.

Dallas, Texas.
.

The Santa Fe
FAST TIME

ELEGANT EQUIPMENT
Ijarvey Serves the Ideals

Call on or address the undersigned for

LOW EXCURSION
W.J. BlACK,

RATES EAST

O. P, A.

!

C. YOCUM, Agent
Santa Fe. N. M.

IV.

Topeka, Eas.

Chas. Wagner Fatnittff e Co.

O. C. WATSON, E. R.
come.
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.

Dealer

UNION.

Qaeensware, Outtlerv Tinware
Stoves and Ranges.

Houfekld

Goods

lllirtitlu

Kinds

of All

Easv

g

In

Furniture.
7

Bold on

ayment

Buy and Sell all kind of Secondhand

Goocu

0

aqd EmoaimlDg
JMl&OC TO

Chas. Wagner Licensed Embalmer

Palace: Robert King, Cumberland,
Md.; R. C. Reld, Roswell; George I.
of the best English- strains
Drew, St. Louis; H. C. Markel, wife
in America; 40 years experand son, Mrs. A. M. Brewster, Denience in breeding these fine
ver; E. B. Learner, Kansas City; D.
hounds for my own sport, I
Relsell, New York City; Mrs. W. F.
now oner tnem lor sale.
Sweltzer, Racine, Wis.; George Dens-morSend Stamp for Catalogue.
A. W. Wilkins, D. C. Williams, T. B.
HUDSPETH, Sibley. Jackson Co., Mo
H. Caldwell, Denver & Rio Grande
Railroad.
Claire: L. C. Baker, S. E. Preston,
W. A. Snyder, F. M. Baker, J. W.
Crawford, Fort Morgan, Colo.; J. P.
Burns, Monte Vista; Frank Bond, Es- panola; A. K. Wood, Pueblo; Charles
F. Howe and daughter, Cincinnati;
Single
R. B. Case, Silverton, Colo.; A. Levy, Fine Rigs, Reliable Horaes,
Buggies, Surreys, Hacks.
Walsenburg, N. Y.; George Schorler,
Frank Zaln, Carthage, Mo.; JJ. L. Morrill, K. C; Thomas C. Deavenford, Call up 'Phone No. 9 when In need
Denton, Texas; A. J. Beiersdorf, Chi
of Anythnlg In the Livery Line.
cago; Ben Strickfaden, Las Vegas; H.
Drivers Furnished.. - Reasonable
A. Wagner, Tulsa, Indian Territory;
Rates.
L. M. Morris, W. L. Morris, Scandia,
Kansas.
2 JNormanaie: 1. f. snowuurg, Tl rue-Tl II Wr- - T A Wotohf riiironyn.
CELAQ.
Pauley, Estancia; J. H. B. Gilmoure,
Pecos; Lloyd Moorman, Owensburg,
Kentucky.

1

Residence 'Phone No. i. . Telephone No.

UfflCf

San Francisco 8trert.

10.

Worms! VERMIFUGE!
WHITE'S CREAM

-

Most In Quantity.

Best is Quality,

For 20 Years Has Led all Worn Remedies.

e,

'reputed

T

BOLD BY

DRrO-OMTf-

l

JAMES P. BALLARD. St. Louis.

LIVERY STABLE.

Will

convince you of the SUPERIORITY OF

ITS SERVICE.

Standard Pullman Sleepers,
Tourist Pullman Sleepers.
Free Reclining Chair Cars
High Back Scat Coaches
To Kansas City, and St. Louis Missouri.
THROUGH Tourist Pullman
Sleepers to
Chicago Bosnon and points East.
THROUGH

ELEGANT DINING CARS. Meals a la

carte.

Cars equipped with Electric Lights and

Fans.;

EVERY CONVENIENCE,
LUXURY.

COMFORT and

For further information call on or address
H. B. KOOSER,
;

0

W. F,

&

J. H. GINET, JR.,

P. A.,

1700

Stout Street, Denver, Colo.

T. P. A.,

OLGC30X7.

VISITING CARD8.
Engraved cards de vtslte and wedding Invitations a specialty at the
New Mexican printing office. Any
one standing In need of such wllll do
well to call at this office and examine
samples, style of work and prices.
The New Mexican can do printing
aqual to that done In any of the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
work we turn out Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, Including one of
the best binderies In the west.

LOW RATES

EXCURSIONS.
ouisville, Kentucky. Denver, Colorado Springs,
and Pueblo, Colorado. Chicago, Saint Louis. Memphis,
Kansas City, all points North and Cast.
To

L

I

"VXJl
EL PASOfORTrEASTERJV and
ISLAND SYSTEMS.

Mail Your Orders

LIBERAL RETURN LIMIT

FOR

Fastest Schedules Finest Equipment

New and Second Hand

DOUBLE DAILY SERVICE

SAFES AND SCALES
AND

S WE MONEY

--

Dining Cars All the

Way-Sh-

Line East. ;

ort

For further Information call

on

jr address

V. R. STILES.

PARCELLS SAFE CO,
216 California

Stn San Priaclico, Cat.

ft
ft
ft

The Old Reliable Route

No. 460 B. P. O. E.,
Santa Fe LoJ
holds its regular session on the second
and fourth Wednesdays of each, month.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel-

FOX AND WOLF HOUNDS

Turner,

Gen. Passenger Agent,

Traveling Passenger Agent,

ELKS.

ARRIVALS.

jjj

VIA.

Visiting-- brothers welcom.
FREDERICK MTJLLER, N. G.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secretary.

odge, No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America. Regula meetings
first and third Mondays in each month
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows Hall
San Francisco Street. Visiting Frat- ers welcome.
H. B. BACA, Fraternal Master.
DAVID GONZALBS, Secretary..
MAGOTH O. V0NTOYA. Treasurer.

ft

Mountain Time

Southwestern Passenger Agent,

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I. 0. O. F,
meeets every Thursday evening in Odd
Fellows' Kali, San Francisco Street,

Santa Fe

ft
ft
ft

O. F.

FRATERNAL

'

p. in.

NEW

For schedules, rates and other information, call on or address,
it. w. UUKT1,

welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTER, C. C.
J. S. CANDELARIO, K. R, S.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.

B. P. O.

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT
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TRAIN

Leaves El Paso at 0:50

Monday
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K

FAST
TRAIN.

KIT

NEW

Montezuma
1, A.
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MASONIC.

Regular

Or- -

sleepers Los Angeles to Chicago and intermediate points. Direct
connections made for all points North, Eas; and Southeast.

SOCIETIES

FRATERNAL

grams are assured.

SOLD AND RECOMMENDED BY
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY.
Vff

LAps

Special Correspondence New Mexican.
Estancia, Torrance County, Oct. 18.
On Saturday evening of last week,
a board of trade was organized. The'
organization Is a good live one and
every business man In town attended
the meeting. The following officers
were elected: F. B. Dunlavy, president; H. B. Hawkins, vice president;
William Mcintosh, treasurer; J. L.
Norris, secretary; L. A. Bond, A. H.
McGll-livraGarnett, J. W. Corbett, John
W. M. Gregg, James .Walker
and J. R. Wash, directors. The board
motto: "We
Hdonted the following
don't saw wood with a hammer!"

e

HORE-HOUN- D

FARING

EL PASO ROUTE

of Business
to Boost for
County.

Torrance

editor-in-chie-

PERMANENTLY CURES

ESTANCIA BOARD OF TRADE.

of Enthusiastic
Meeting
Men Who Resolve

Special Correspondence New Mexican.
Mesilla Park, Oct. 19. The first
number of the Collegian, the paper
published by the Columbian Literary
Society of the New Mexico College
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, has
made its appearance and is quite a
ureditable paper. Earl Graham is the

CAN YOU AFFORD TO TAKE SUCH CHANCES?

J 905.

9,

Hani.

PjLfltt.

Al?t. K.

P.--

Ift

Svat.aiki

EL PASO,

TEXAS.
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$25

BREWSTER'S

MILLIONS
...By...

GEORGE BARR N'CUTCHEON

Begin ing September 15th and until October 31st
the "Santa Fe" will Sell Tickets t Points in Califor-

nia and intermediates whre present rates are higher for $25.00 Same to points on Phoenix Line.

0k

Copyright. 1904. by
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S. Stoat At Conptny

This masterful romance

wis started

in the" Issue of Monday, September 18,
1905. Back numbers can bo secured
by addressing or calling at he office
of the New Mexican Printing Com

sSee Local agent for full particulars and literature
L. C, YOCUM,

Grav)

(Richird

:any.

Agent.
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Scenic Line of the World."

s

hortest and Quickest Line to Denver, Pueblo and
Colorado Springs, and all Colorado Points.
Connection at Denver w.th All Lines East ai d

West

Time as Quick and Rates as Low as by

other lines.

Pullman Sleepers, Dining Cars.
.,' Tourist Cars, Chair Cars
:.

No tiresome delays at any

On all thr ugh trains.

station.
For illustrated a lvertising matter or information,
address or apply to

S, K. HOOPER, G. P. and T. A.. Denver.
A. Si BARNEY. T. P. A., Santa Fe. N.M.

Santa Fe Central Railway System
SUNSHINb ROUTE,

via

TORRANCE GATEWAY.'

FAST PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE.
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD

,

STEAMSHIP

TICKETS
.

like a
as he rushed
EVERYTHING the
night to the
& Ripley. He was
dazed, bewildered, hardly more than
blf touscious. A bliter smile crept
about bis Hps as be drew away from
the street car track almost us bis baud
touched the rail of a cur be bad signaled. He remembered that be did not
have money enough to pay bis fare. It
was six or seven blocks to the office of
the lawyers, and he was actually running before be stopped at the entrance
of the big building.
Never bad an elevator traveled more
slowly than the one which shot him to
tbe seventh floor. A light shone through
the transom above the attorneys' door,
and he entered without so much as a
rap on the panel. Grant, who was pacing the floor, came to a standstill and
faced his visitor.
"Close the door, please," came in
steady tones from Ripley. Mr. Grant
dropped into a chair, and Brewster
'mechanically slammed the door.
"Is It true?" he demanded hoarsely,
his hand still on the knob.
"Sit down, Brewster, and control
yourself," said Ripley.
"Good God, man, can't you see I am
calm?" cried Monty. "Go on; tell me
all about it. What do you know? What
have you heard?"
"He cannot be found, that's all," announced Ripley, with deadly lntent-ness. "I don't know what it means.
There is no explanation. The whole
thing Is Inconceivable. Sit down, and I
will tell you everything as quickly as
possible."
"There isn't much to tell," said Grant
mechanically.
"I can take It better standing," de
clared Brewster, shutting his Jaws

tightly.
"Jones was last seen in Butte on the
3d of this month," said Ripley. "We
sent several telegrams to him after
that day, asking when he expected to
leave for New York. They never were
claimed, and the telegraph company
reported that he could not be found.
We thought he might have gone off to
look after some of his property and
were not uneasy. Finally we began to
wonder why he had not wired us on
leaving for the east. I telegraphed
again and got no answer. It dawned
upon us that this was something un
usual. We wired his secretary and received a response from the chief of
police. He asked in turn if we could
tell him anything about the where
abouts of Jones. This naturally alarm
ed us, and yesterday we kept the wires
hot. The result of our inquiries is ter
rible, Mr. Brewster."
"Why didn't you tell me?" asked
Brewster.
"There can be no doubt that Jones
has fled, accompanied by his secretary.
The belief In Butte Is that the secretary
has murdered him."
Ripley moistened his lips and went
on.

"We have dispatches here from the
police, the banks, the trust companies
and from a half dozen mine managers.
Tou may read them if you like, but I
can tell you what they say. About the
1st of this month Jones began to turn
various securities into money. It is
now known that they were once the
property of James T. Sedgwick, held
in trust for you. The safety deposit
vaults were afterward visited, and In
spection shows that he removed every
scrap of stock, every bond, everything
of value that he could lay his hands
upon. His own papers and effects
were not disturbed. Yours alone have
It is this fact that con
disappeared.
vinces the authorities that the secreta
ry has made away with the old man
and has fled with the property. The
bank people say that Jones drew out
every dollar of the Sedgwick money,
and tbe police say that he realized tremendous sums on the convertible securities. The strange part of it is that
he sold your mines and your real estate, the purchaser being a man named
Golden. Brewster, it it looks very
much as if he had disappeared with
verythlng."
Brewster did not take his eyes from
Ripley's face throughout the terrible
speech. He did not move a fraction of
an Inch from the rigid position assumed at the beginning.
"Is anything being done?" be asked

5c

.

.

-

Connections at Torran e, New Mexico, with the El Paso & Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock sland & Pacific Railways.. At Kennedy, and Santa
Fe, New Mexico, with the Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe Railway., At
Santa Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad.
8pe lal attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico.
f
Your business respectfully solicited.
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
W. H. ANDREWS,
President and General Manager. Assistant to President'and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT.
Assistant Secretary and Treasurer.
A. L. GRIM8HAW,
J. P. LYNG,
....
City Freight and Pasgr. Agt.
Traveling Freight and Passenger Agt.
General Off loss:. .Santa Fe, New Mexloo.
.
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mechanically.
"The police are Investigating. He is
known to have started off into the
mountains with this secretary on the
3d of September. Neither has been
seen since that day so far as any one
knows. The earth seems to have swallowed them.
The authorities are

searching the mountains and are making every effort to find Jones or his
body. He is known to be eccentric, and
at first not much Importance was attached to his actions. That Is all we
can tell you at present. There may be

developments tomorrow. It looks bad
terribly bad. We we had the utmost
confidence in Jones. I wish I could
help you,, my boy."

"I don't blame you,
gentlemen," sold
Brewster bravely. "It's Just my
luck,
that's all. Something told me all alonjt
that-t- hat
It wouldn't turn out
right. I
wasn't looking for this kind of end,
though. My only fear was that-Jo- nes
wouldn't consider me worthy to receive
the fortune. It never occurred to me
that be might prove to be tbe the unworthy one."
"I will take you a little farther Into
our confidence, Brewster," said Grant
slowly. "Mr. Jones notified us In the
beginning that he would be governed
largely in his decision by our opinion
U rour conduct. That is whv we felt
no hesitation in aarismg yen to co
tlnue as you were going. While you
were off at sea we had many letters
from him, all In that sarcastic vein of
his, but in none of them did he offer a
word of criticism. He seemed thor
oughly satisfied with your methods. In
fact, he once said he'd give a million of
his own money if it would purchase
of It"
your ability to spend
"Well, he can have my experience
free of charge. A beggar can't be a
chooser, you know," said Brewster bitterly. His color was gradually coming
back. "What do they know about the
secretary?" he asked suddenly, intent
and alive.
"lie was a new one, I understand,
who came to Jones less than a year
ago. Jones is said to have bud implicit
faith in him," said Ripley.
"And he disappeared at the same
time?"
'They were last seen together."
'Then he has put an end to Jones!"
cried Monty excitedly. "It Is as plain
as day to me. Don't you see that he
exerted some sort of Influence over the
old man, inducing him to get all this
money together on some pretext or
other solely for tbe purpose of robbing
him of tbe whole amount? Was ever
anything more diabolical?" He began
pacing the floor like an animal, nervously clasping and unclasping his
hands. "We must catch that secretary!
I don't believe Jones was dishonest.
He has been duped by a clever
one-fourt- h

"The strangest circumstance of all,
Mr. Brewster, is that no such person as
Golden, the purchaser of your properties, can be found. He Is supposed to
reside In Omaha, and it Is known that
he paid nearly $3,000,000 for the prop

erty that now stands In his name. He

paid It to Mr. Jones in cash, too, and
he paid every cent that the property is
worth."
"But he must be in existence some
where," cried Brewster In perplexity.
"How could he pay the money if he
doesn't exist?"
"I only know that no trace of the
man can be found. They know nothing
of him in Omaha," said Grant helpless
ly.
"So it has finally happened," said
Brewster, but his excitement had
dropped. "Well," he added, throwing
himself Into a deep chair, "it was always much too strange to be true
Even at the beginning It seemed like a
dream, and now well, now I am Just
awake, like the little boy after the
fairy tale. I seem like a fool to have
taken it so seriously."
"There was no other way," protested
Ripley. "You were quite right."
"Well, after all," continued Brewster,
and the voice was as of one in a
dream, "perhaps it's as well to have
been In Wonderland, even if you have
to come down afterward to the or
dlnary world. I am foolish, perhaps,
but even now I would not give It up."
Then the thought of Peggy clutched
him by the throat, and he stopped.
After a moment he gathered himself
together and rose. "Gentlemen," he
said sharply, and his voice had changed, "I have had my fun, and this Is the
end of It. Down underneath I am desperately tired of the whole thing, and I
give you my word that you will find me
a different man tomorrow. I am going
to buckle down to the real thing. I
am going to prove that my grandfather's blood is in me. And I shall
come out on top."
Ripley was obviously moved as be replied: "I don't question it for a moment. You are made of the right stuff.
I saw that long ago. You may count
on us tomorrow for any amount you
need."
Grant Indorsed the opinion. "I like
your spirit, Brewster," he said. "There
are not many men who would have
taken this as well. It's pretty hard on
you, too, and if s a miserable wedding
gift for your bride."
"Wejnay have important news from
Butte in the morning," said Ripley
hopefully. "At any rate, more of the
The newspapers will have
details.
sensational stories no doubt, and we
have asked for the latest particulars
direct from the authorities. We'll see
that things are properly investigated.
Go home now, my boy, and go to bed.
You will begin tomorrow with good
luck at your side, and you may be
happy all your life In spite of tonight's
depression."
"I'm sure to be happy," said Brewster simply. "The ceremony takes
I was
place at 7 o'clock, gentlemen.
coming to your office at 9 on a little
matter of business, but I fancy it won't
after all be necessary for me to hurry,
I'll drop in before noon, however, and
get that money. By the way, here
are the receipts for the money I spent
tonight. Will you put them away with
the others? I intend to live up to my
part of the contract, and it will save
me the trouble of presenting them regularly in the morning. Good night,
gentlemen. I am sorry you were obliged to stay up so late on my account."
He left them bravely enough, but he
had more than one moment of weakness before he could meet his friends.
The world seemed unreal and himself
the most unreal thing in it. But the
night air acted as a stimulant and
helped him to call back his courage.
When he entered the studio at 1 o'clock
he was prepared to redeem his promise
to be "the Jolllest fellow of them all."
To Be Continued In Our Next Issue.
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A Safe Medicine for Children.

Ia toying a oough medicine for children never be afraid to bay Chamber- Ekmkdt.

There is no danger from it, and relief is always sure

te fellow. II la Intended especially for coughs, colds, cronp and whoop'
OfQfn, tad to the best medicine In the world for these diseases. It is not o.

.

certain cure for croup, bat, when given as soon as the croupy cough appear
Will prevent the attack. Whooping cough is not dangerous when this remo
to trea a directed. It oooUlns no opium or other harmful drugs, sad aar
to bhy
adult.
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Sole Makers for New Mexico of the
Celebrated Frey Patent
FLAT

:

OPENING

:

BLANK

:

BOOK.

break down
MANY writing machines
their youth, but Remingtons
have tough constitutions and, no matter how hard the work they do, they
are sure to reach a hale and vigorous
old age.

New Mexican

Printing Company, Dealers, Santa Fe, N. M.
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CARTWRIGHT--

AVIS CO.

D

250 San Francisco Street.
No. 49.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone
No.

MATTERS,

Appointment in Indian Service.
Virginia E. Bainard, of Denver, Colorado, "has been appointed a nurse In
the Indian Training School at Albuquerque, at a salary of $600 a year.
Postoffice Established.
A postoffice has been established at
Casa Blanca, Valencia County. It will

f
WE CARRY A FULL STOCK OF

be served from Laguna, five miles to
the east and Cubero five miles to 'he
Sweet potatoes, celery and egg west. William Paisano has been applant are now in season and we also pointed postmaster.
Postoffice Recommendations.
have squash, beets, carrots, etc.
Delegate to Congress W. H. Andrew
has recommended for establishment
FRESH MEATS.
postoffice at Pratt, with O. M. Zeigler
We are still cutting the finest of as
postmaster.
Government Inspected, packing house
He has recommended the following
so
else
killed beef. Nothing
nearly
appointments: L. W. Gray to be postgood. Everything in sausages.mutton, master at Alellen, Chaves County,, to
veal, boiled ham, head cheese, spare succeed Rebecca V. Hortensteln; Edribs, etc. Give us a trial.
ward J. Davis, to be postmaster at
.
Zuni, to succeed Andrew Vanderwag-onFISH AND OYSTERS.
ASSESSMENT ROLLS.
We are receiving fish and oysters
Union County.
on each Friday morning for the presThe total assessment of Union
ent. SEALSHIPT oysters only. No
lu $1,714,J27, the exice, no water, no dirty and unsanitary County for 1905
wooden bucket comes in contact with emptions amount to $81,400, leaving
$.1,633,227, a
the genuine sealshipt oyster. They for taxation purposes
come in enamelled cans, the can sur- loss over 1901 of $232,049. The prinrounded by cracked ice, direct from cipal losses were sheep $76,559; rattle $75,569; city lots and improvethe beds to our store.
ments $42,458; household goods $25,-93The principal gain was in the
MEADOW GOLD.
valuation of grazing lands $22,697. In
Do you know Meadow Gold butter? the classification, the items range as
It is packed in a follows: Railroads $420,680; grazing
It is pasteurized.
triple wrapper of paper. It is clean lands $383,486; cattle $356,835; sheep
and of perfect flavor when packed. Its $260,147; merchandise $71,281;
city
cleanliness and flavor are retained lots and improvements $62,275; horses
until delivered at your home.
$39,642; banks $32,040; miscellaneous
property $33,478; household goods
$15,413; carriages and wagons $9,212;
PIPES.
telegraphs and telephones $5,220; enWe have a very nice line of pipes,
magines $4,900; goats $2,128; sewing
rang'ng in price from five cents for a chines $2,082; musical instruments
corn cob to $5 and $7 for a meer- farm$1,696; saloon fixtures $1,385;
shaum or gold mounted briar. Paring implements $1,367; mules $1,270;
ticularly good showings of genuine jewelry $1,097; tools $S60; lumber
35
VEGETABLES.

CANNED CORN.
decline
We are
Wo
giving our customers the benefit.
offer standard BEATRICE Nebraska
corn at THREE CANS FOR 25 Cent3.
This is the lowest price for which
good sweet corn has ever been sold
in Santa Fe.
There has been a

BUTCHERS!

BAhTHS,

GHOCEHS,

OFFICIAL

decided

in the price of canned corn.

FERN DELL corn, packed in Maine,
a very fancy quality which has been
selling at 20 cents we now offer at .15.
NEW JAMS AND JELLIES.
We now have in stock new California jams and jellies in one pound
cans which we are selling at ten
cents a can. These are good pure
fruit products and a bargain at the
price.

GRAPES.
Mission grapes from Bernalillo and
Call-fori- a
Muscat grapes from southern
are now in .good supply and
reasonable in price.
FLOUR.

AND DEVELOPERS
ALSO

AND KODAK SUPPLIES

There has been a lowering of prices
We now
sell the best Colorado brands such as
Blanca, Puritan and Daisy at $1.25
per sack.
IMPERIAL FLOUR, the best procents. Briars $702;
duced in Kansas now only, per sack, briars at 25 and
capital In manufacturing $475;
with genuine amber bits at .50 and up. watches and clocks $130; burros $412;
$1.60.
books $329; swine $296; ditches $150;
bay $125; cash $51.
all along the line in flour.

NEW

RECEIVED, FINE

JUST

DECORATED
- OTTNJ
-I- I-

fi

MANUFACTURING JEWELER.

DAVID S. LOWITZKI,
FURNITURE,

Tinsware,
Hardware.
Carpets,
Stoves, Ranges, Etc., Etc.
Queensware,

A

SUCCESSFUL YEAR.

The Denver

& Rio

Grande

Railroad

Earnings Show a Greater Increase
Than Any Other Road.
Denver, Colo., Oct. 19. From July
to October 7, the Denver & Rio
Grande Railroad showed the greatest
percentage of increase in earnings of
any railroad in the United States. Its
earnings for the period named were
$5,217,200 as against $4,555,600 for the
corresponding period of last year.
At the annual meeting of the Rio
Grande Southern Railway
Company
this week the old directors were reelected as follows:
George J. Gould, Edwin Gould, Howard Gould, E. T. Jeffry, Arthur Cop-pel- l
of New York, Clarence Buckingham of Chicago and Otto Mears of
Denver.

Legal blanks of every description,
Pads and scratch tablets, for school
and conforming to the laws of New work and the desk, five cents la book
Mexico, are on hand and for sale by form; discount on quantities.
New
the New Mexican Printing Company. Mexican Printing Company.'

1

INCORPORATED

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain, Flour and Potatoes. Stationery,
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.

SANTA FB, N. M.

OUR MOTTO:
"Coffee Better Than Your Mother
Ever Made." And we expect to prove
it. Bon Ton Lunch Counter.

Get Northwestern.
Get the best.
See Kanauer he will do the rest.

KINSELL LIVE STOCK COMPANY.
Southeast Corner Plaza.

All Kinds of Fresh Meats

At

ways on Hand,

u EADQUARTERS

Just received new line of wool: Sax
ony, Germantown Persian and Shet
land Floss. Miss A. Mugler.

for Wedding Cards and Announcemnts

MARKET REPORT.

TELEPHONE
PROMPT

ORDERS

PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

DELIVERY.

'PHONE NO.

96.

GOLD'S OLD CURI0STYSH0P
Oldest Established House in the Territory.
We have

Just received a large consignment of

Goods from Old Mexico,

DRAWN WORK, ZARAPES. CANES.
NAVAJO BLANKETS,
CHIMALLO BLANKETS.
.

BASKET WARE,
POTTERY

THE NEW BOOK WITH 24 VIEWS OF SANTA FE
To have and to handle the best of everything in our line
Mall Orders given prompt attention. Trade supplied.

SIGN OF THE ONLY ORIGINAL OLD CART
Corner San Francisco Street & Burro Alley.

last "'gilt and adjourned
its
attend a smoker tendered the visiting
Masons by Rio Grande Chapter No! 4,

the New Mexican.

GRAIN."

Chicago. III.; October 19 Close Wheat
v
of Albuquerque.
jj
Dec. 883i; May, 86.
The communication of the Grand
Corn, Oct, 50; Dec, 44.
Lodge of Knights Templar convened
Oats. Oct. 88; Dec. 28.
;
,
this morning.
,
PORK, LARD AND RIB8.
The Grand Chapter of the Eastern
Oct.816.15; Jan. 812.45.
Pork,
Star will begin Its sessions tomorrow
Lard, Oct 87.2U;Jan. .6.826,85.
morning and will be in isession all of Ribs, Oct. 7.70; Jan. $6.50 6.52.
Friday and Saturday closing with a
WOOL MARKET.
HANGED IN KENTUCKY
FOR ASSAULTING WOMAN
Winchester, Oct. 19. Sam Hisle, a
negro, was hanged here today for as
saulting a white woman last August.
To have northwestern dividends
you must have Northwestern policies,
They can be hud only of E. G. Kanau
er.
VISITING CARDS.

Engraved cards de vislte and wed
'
ding Invitations a specialty at the
New Mexican printing office. Any
one standing in need of such willl do
well to call at this office and examine
samples, style of work and prices,

St. Louis, Mo., October 19. Wool, is
steady and unchanged.
Territory and western medium, 26
21.
30; fine medium, 22
26; fine, 19
8TOCK MARKETS.
'
New York, October 19 Closing stocks
New
York
Atchison, 88; pfd., 104;
Central,
149; Pennsylvania, 143;
Southern Pacific, 69; Union Pacific,
132; pfd., 96; Amalgamated Copper,
u. p. ateei, 37
pia., 104 ft.
LIVE STOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., October 19. Cattle
receipts, 12,000, Including 600 southerns, steady.
Native steers, 84.00 (3 86.00; southern
84.00; southern cows,
steers, 82.40
81.75
$2.65; native cows and heifers.
81.75
84.75; Blockers and feeders,
82.50
84.25; bulls, 82.00 fa 83.00;
86 50; western steer9.
calves, 82.50
82.80
84.50; western cows. 82.00

0 83.25.

Sheep receipts, 4,000 steady.
Muttons, 84 00
85.25; lambs. fts n
87.35; range wethers, 84.50
85 25;
lea ewes, it.su 84.75.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 19. -- Cattle receipts,
10,000, steady.
J6 40; cows, 81.15
Beeves, 83.65
84.50; heifers, 81 15
84.50; stockers
and feeders, 82.10 84.30; Texans, 3
30
84.50; westerns, 83.25
84.80.
'
Sheep receipts 25,000, strong.
Subscribe for the New Mexican and
84.00
fib
84.50; lambs, 84.75
Sheep,
get all the latest and best newt. L , A8 00.
The New Mexican can do printing
squal to that done In any of the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
work we turn out. Try our work once
and you will certainly, come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, including one of
the best binderies In the west.

at

MONEY AND

METAL.
New York, October 19 Money on call,
l4 per cent. Prime mer
steady, 5
5
per cent. Sliver
. First Vail R. H. Dean, of Clayton. cantile paper 5
Sentinel A. M. Whltcomb, of Albu- 62.
New York, October 19. Lead steady
querque.
.
84.85; copper quiet, 16
The Royal Arch Chapter completed
St. Louis, October 19. Speltor st ong
to
work

banquet Saturday night.

I

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

Ros-wel-

Sold on Easy Payments

P.

Holds Interesting Sessions In Albuquerque. Officers Elected for the
Ensuing Year.

Full Line of
ection.
Watches Diamonds Cut
Glass, Leather Goods.
verware, Novelties.

Dealer in

.

ROYAL ARCH MASONS

The New Mexico Grand Chapter Roy
al Arch Masons, convened IntheMa
Selyester
sonic temple at Albuquerque,
day morning and occupied the entire
A
day with the business sessions of the
order, completing organization during
,
,
the morning and electing officers at
the afternoon session.
SilAt the session of Tueay evening
the Order of High Priesthood was
conferred upon Past High Priest A. N.
Pratt, of Carlsbad.
The new officers as elected at the
IT
afternoon session yesterday are:
Grand High Priest Arthur Everitt,
of Albuquerque.
Deputy Grand High Priest C. D,
Stevens, of Raton.
Grand King J. G. Fitch, of Socorro.
Grand Scribe C. Boucher, of Las
gas.
Grand Treasurer A. J. Maloy of Albuquerque.
Grand Secretary, A A. Keen, of Al
buquerque.
New and Second Hand
The appointive officers are as fol
lows:
Grand Lecturer J. H. Wroth, of
'
Albuquerque.
Grand Chaplain E. S. Strover, of
Albuquerque.
Grand Captain of the Host J. J.
Kelly, of Silver City.
Principal Sojourner 'Frank Henn-Ing- ,
HIGHEST CASH PRICES PAID
of Raton.
FOR SECOND HAND GOODS
Royal Arch Captain J. W. Donovan,
of Raton.
All Kinds Pictures & Picture Moldings
Third Vail J. T. Bolton, of Carls
bad.
New and Second; Hand Goods Second Vail J. W. WMlson, of l.
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M. B. OTERO.

BERGERE
INSURANCE AGENCY COMPANY
General Agentb! for New Mexico of

Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Of Philadelphia and

National SuretyCompany
;

Of New.Yor k.

i

We Also Represent a Strong Line of

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES
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